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" Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the development of a design tool for the poloidal field magnet system

of a tokamak. Currently, the design process for these systems proceeds along the following lines:

1. The desired plasma physics parameters are determined.

2. From these parameters, the poloidal field necessary to support the desired equilibfi_ma is

found.

3. The magnet positions are estimated from the required poloidal field.

4. Once the magnet positions have been determined, the rest of the engineering requirements

(i.e. coil currents and forces) are found.

5. Steps 1 through 4 are iterated until the design is finalized.

Because of the complexity of a tokamak, the computer programs available to assist in the design

process are quite complex themselves. This complexity makes these tools difficult to learn

and use. Additionally, they are often quite slow, requiring anywhere from minutes to hours of

processing time on a supercomputer. The result of all this is that a methodical scan over the range

of physics parameters for a single design iteration is quite tedious. Furthermore, if a particular

iteration is at an early ohase in the design process, much of the detailed information produced

by these programs may be unnecessary.

. The slow execution times of the aforementioned programs arise from their general approach

to the problem. They attempt to solve the equations describing the system as accurately and

completely as possible. Haney [12] proposed that a tokamak designer might find a set of fast

15



16 CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

tools valuable for the first few iterations of the design process. The speed of these tools is

achieved by sacrificing some of the accuracy of the solution, although in practice the differences

between the fast and standard methods are only a few percent [15]. Once an advanced design is

ready, it can be verified using the more accurate tools.

The design tool described herein is built on Haney's method for estimating the currents in

the poloidal field magnets [13]. Here, his method will be extended to satisfy the following

constraints:

• Realism, specifically the ability to model up-down asymmetric configurations

• The maximum current flowing Lr,.a coil

• The maximum force acth'-,g on a cot

The realism constraint is more conceptual than physic'al. The original implementation of Hane, y's

method was applicable only to a limited subset of tokama3,, configurations. The removal of that

limit is the subject of Chapter 3. Finding the coil currents necessary to support an equilib,,-iam

subject to limits on the maximum current flowing in those coils is the subject of Cnapter 4. To

determine the coil currents such that the limits on the forces acting on the coils first requires

finding the forces acting on those coils. The derivation of the expressions for the coil forces is

presented in Chapter 5, and determining the coil currents such that the limits on the coil forces

are satisfied is discussed in Chapter 6. Further introduction to these topics is given later in this

chapter. First though, it is necessary to briefly discuss the relevant plasma physics ,and describe

the poloidal field system in derail.

1.1 Some Basic Plasma Physics

The plasma physics required to design a tokamak is contained in the theory of ideal magneto-

hydrodynamics (MHD). Solving these equations for a given set of plasma parameters fixes the

boundary conditions required to solve these equations. These boundary conditions, m mm, make

it possible to estimate the currents in the poloidal field magnets.

The MHD equations describing a static plasma equilibrium are [3]:

Jx B = Vp (1.1)

_'× B = #oJ 1.2)
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Z Z

Figure 1,1' Geometry of a simple screw pinch.

V. B = 0 (1.3)

Equations 1.2 and 1.3 are just Maxwel!'s equations. The equilibrium state itself is described by

Equation 1.1, which states that the force due to the gradient of the plasma pressure is balanced

by the magnetic force acting on the plasma.

The simplest general example of the force balance equation arises by considering a simple

screw pinch. This system consists of a cylindrical plasma with both angular and axial components

of J and B, as shown in Figure 1-1. The resulting magnetic field vector is helical, similar to the

threads on a screw. Allowing the field and current density to vary only in the radial direction

ensures that Equation 1.3 is satisfied:

t OBo(r) OB:(r)
+_ =0 (l.4)

r 00 Oz

• Combining Equations 1.1 and 1.2 leads to the pressure balance equation for this system, namely:

dr p + 2t.Lo + _LB--_or = 0 (1..5)
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Examining Equation 1.5 shows that knowledge of the profiles of the plasma pressure and

one of the magnetic field components makes it possible to determine the profile of the other

magnetic field component. Assuming that the axial component of the field is known, the azimuthal

component can be determined from

d_ \2.o + ,_ = -_ - _ (_.6/

To find this component of the field exactly, though, requires knowledge of the boundary condi-

tions.

In general, the plasma is supported in equilibrium by an externally applied magnetic field. This

field is generated by a set of current carrying conductors surrounding the plasma. Furthermore,

a vacuum region is assumed to exist between the plasma and the conductoi's. From this, it is

possible to define the plasma surface (which in genera] is non-circular) as the curve along which

the plasma pressure is effectively zero.

The boundary, conditions at the plasma surface are given by

fi.Bl_ = fi. I3[_ (1.7)

flxBl,, = flxBl_ (l.s)

B21o = _,21_, (1.o)

where B is the magnetic field within the plasma, ]3 is the vacuum magnetic field, and fi is the

outward pointing unit vector normal to the plasma surface. These boundary conditions ensure

that the normal and tangential components of the magnetic field and the magnetic pressure are

continuous across the plasma surface and it is assumed that no surface currents flow. Additionally,

the condition B. Vp = 0 implies that n. B _= 0, which simplifies Equation 1.7 to

_,B I_=0 (1.10)

The vacuum field 13 is determined from

= B,,+ fi (1.li)

where Ba is the magnetic field due to the conductors and t3 is the vacuum magnetic tield of the

plasma.
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I
Poloidal Field Coils Ohmic Transformer Vertical Positioning Coil '

Figure 1-2' Geometry and coils of ,_n ohmically heated toka,mak.

Extending the MHD equations to the toroidally axisymmetric geometry of a tokamak results

in the Grad-Shafranov equation, given by

_" rf, = -#oR 2 dp dF- r z---g (_.t21

where q., is a stream function for the poloidal magnetic field, A" is ,an elliptic operator given by

OR -ii + OZ---7," (t.t3)

p is the plasma pressure, and F is a function related to the net poloidal current. All of the

equilibria presented in this thesis were produced by a system which generates an approximate

solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation.

1.2 The Poloidal Field System

Figure 1-2 shows the general geometry of an ohmically heated tokamak and the major components

of the poloidal field coil system. The first major component is the ohmic transformer. This set of
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coils acts as the primary winding of a large transformer, with the plasma acting as the secondary.

The current in the plasma is induced by varying the current in the ohmic coils.

The second system is made up of the poloidal field coils themselves. These coils are respon-

sible for shaping the plasma and providing the radial and toroidal pressum balance needed to

mahuain the plasma in equilibrium.

The third system is a set of feedback controlled vertical positioning coils. These coils are

necessary to stabilize the vertical instability associated with highly elongated equilibria. As the

plasma drifts in the vertical direction, current is applied to these coils In order to push the plasma

back to the midplane of the machine.

1.3 Estimating PF Coil Currents

Equations 1.8 and 1.10 desmibe the boundary conditions which the equilibrium must satisfy.

The equilibrium information provided by the Grad-Shafranov equation provides the poloidal

magnetic field at the plasma surface. Combining this information makes it possible to determine

the required currents in the externN ads. Chapter 2 reviews a method for quickly estimating

these currents. This method is based, on an application of the scalar version of Green's theorem

to compute the tangential compone.t of the vacuum magnetic field at the surface of the plasma.

This quantity is expressed in the form

J

Dp(#)= + (t.l.l)
2=1

Where # is a poloidal angular variable, Ij is the unknown current in the jth poloidal field coil,

and the terms b(1)(#) and b}:)(#) are determined by requiring that n. 13 = 0 on the plasma

surface for any arbitrary set of Ii.

The currents are determined by minimizing a functional of the form

el = f3", t3JdS (1.1,5)

where /?p is the tangential component of the poloidal field just inside the plasma surface, Min.

imizing this functional form ensures that the discontinuity in the tangential component oi" the

magnetic field is as small as possible,

It can be shown that the set of currents that minimize _,, satisfy a simple set of linear

equations. The currents can, therefore, be found without the need of a potentially fragile and
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time consuming iteration process. As a result, this procedure - implemented in a program called

cPFC - is extrcmely fast and robust.

. 1.4 Extension to Asymmetric Systems

. As implemented in the original version of the cPFC program, the method for estimating the coil

currents described in the previous section was only applicable to up-down symmetric systems.

These Systems have both equilibria and poloidal field coil sets which are perfectly symmetric

about the midplane of a tokamak. Requiring the system to be symmetric limited the applicability

of the cPtzC program.

Chapter 3 describes the cha, lges made to cPFC to facilitate its use on asymmetric systems.

Such systems include systems with asymmetries in the coil set due to engineering considerations,

asymmetric field structures due to the presence of vertical positioning coils, or asymmetric plasmas

such as those found in single-nuU diverted tokamaks.

1.5 Current Constraints

Chapter 4 describes a method for estimating the poloidal field coil currents in light of constraints

on those currents. These constraints can arise in several ways. First, the power supply generating

the current in a given coil may simply limit the maximum current that coil can carry Second, the

current in a resistive coil may generate so much heat in the coil that the maximum temperature

Nlowed in the coil is exceeded. If this maximum temperature corresponds to the melting point

of the coil material, the coil could fail - a situation which should clearly be avoided if possible.

Finally, if the coil is superconducting, the maximum current allowed in the coil is simply the

critical current of the coil material.

1.6 Force Constraints

The poloidal field coils all experience a force proportional to J x B, wherc J is the currcnt density

in the coil and B is the total magnetic field sampled by the coil. The coils and their support

structure must be capable of withstanding these forces, or else they will fail. The equations

needed to compute the forces on the coils are derived in Chapter 5. With these expressions for
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the forces, it. is possible to apply the method developed in Chapter 4 for simple current constraints

to the force constraint problem, which is the subject _f Chapter 6.



Chapter 2
u

Review of Coil Current Solver

The basic foundation for the thesis is the analysis carried out by Harley [12]. In this chapter,

his work on finding the poloidal field coil currents is reviewed and summarized. For purposes

of clarity, some of the notation has been changed and elaborations have been made to some

derivations wherever appropriate. It should also be noted that only information relevant to the

current work has been included. For specific details the reader is referred to [12].

2.1 Introduction

Exact computation of the poloidal field coil currents requires the self-consistent solution of

Maxwell's equations for the magnetic fields in the plasma and the vacuum regions of a tokamak.

The plasma field can be obtained by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation, and the vacuum field

can be computed from Laplace's equation. Boundary conditions imposed at the plasma surface

connect the two solutions. The assumption that the plasma current and pressure vanish smoothly

at the plasma surface dictates that the poloidal magnetic field be continuous across the plasma

surface.

Generally, it is not possible to find a finite set of currents that satisfy the governing equations

and the boundary conditions when both the plasma surface and the conductor locations are fixed.

This is because a finite set of conductor currents is not capable of exactly satisfying the boundary

conditions at an infinite number of points along the plasma surface. To compute the exact solution,

. the plasma surface is allowed to vary with the conductor currents. Since the plasma surface can

move, this is referred to as the "free boundary" equilibrium problem.

The free boundary method makes it possible to determine the plasma and vacuum magnetic

23
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fields exactly and self-consistently. Tile disadvantage is that this method represents a difficult

and time-consuming numerical computation. Another possible method involves the sacrifice of

some accuracy by maintaining a fixed plasma surface. This assumption makes it impossible to

match the boundary ccnditions exactly - there will be some jump in the magnetic field at the

plasma surface° However, for any given set of conductors, there will in general be some set of

currents which minimizes the jump in the field.

The renlalnder of this chapte r describes a method for determining the poloidal field coil

currents in the above manner. Much of this procedure consists of the computation of the vacuum

field at the plasma surface. This is accomplished by using Green's theorem to derive an integral

equation for the scalar magnetic potential at the plasma surface. By Fourier analyzing this integral

equation, an equivalent linear system is found which can be solved by standard techniques. The

scalar magn¢,ic potential can then be used to represent the vacuum magnetic field in terms of

the unknown conductor currents. The conductor currents are then tbund by minimizing the

root-mean-square jump in the field across the plasma surface.

2.2 Problem Statement

The first step in determining the conductor currents involves stating the problem in precise

mathematical terms. Figure 2-1 shows the surface of a toroidally axisymmetric plasma. The

plasma surface is characterized by

R= Rp(t,_) (2_1)

Z =
,,

where /.zis an arbitrary angular coordinate.

With this parameterization of the plasma surface, it is possible to define a number of quantities,

including the unit normN vector,

' 1

e. = [Z.ert-
and the unit tangent vector,

1

et = ('3 [R"eR + Z"ez] (2.,1)

where eli . and e Z are the unit vectors in the R and Z coordinate directions respectively, and
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From the definitions of the unit vectors, it is possible to define the normal m .gential

derivatives with respect to the plasma surface. The normal derivative is given by

0 0 i)

Qen" V - i)n - Z, i)l?. 17,,,_ (2.6)

and the tangential derivative by

0 0 0

Q_.. v =_o,,,,= l_'_-gTi+ z,_ _.7) "
The differential element of arc length is computed frorn

= +,iz;- + d,= o," .2.s

and the differential surface area is

dS = R ds (lo5= R Q d,u,do 2,9

The plasma depicted in Figure 2-1 is assumed to be surrounded by vacuum. Within this

vacuum region there are a total of ,1 toroidally axisymmetric conductors. The position of each

conductor _s given by (l_j, Zj). These conductors are treated as filaments tct simplify the cal-

culation of the coil currents, but in order tct compute the resistance of [he coil, each conductor

is assumed to have a rectangular cross-section with a width u,,j and height hi. The goal of the

an',.flysis, then, is to determine the current Ij llowing in each conductor.

Calculation of the coil currents requires knowledge of the plasma and vacuum magnetic

tields at the plasma surface. For the purpose of this derivation, the tangential field at the plasma

surface due to thc plasma is assumed known from the solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation.

The magnetic tield in the vacuum region (Bv) can then be written as the sum of the plasma tield

(BI,) and the tield due to the external coils (Be):

Bv = B I) + B(,.. 2. i())

Within the vacuum region, the tield due tct the plasma satisties

V.Bp = () 2.11

V x Bp = () 2.1'2

and is required to remain regular everywhere, lt is then po,,:sible tct express B I, as

B l, = Vo+ B i 2.1:1
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where cbis the scalar magnetic potential and B i is the tield due to a single tilament assumed to

carry ',aliof the plasma current and located at the plasma magnetic axis (17.,,_,Z,,,_). The exact

location of this filament is not critical anct does not affect the results, From equation 2.11 the

scalar potential satisfies Laplace's equation

V'_ = 0 (2.1 ,l)

The lilamentary plasma field B i has been introduced into this t'ormulation to guarantee that ,z_is

single-valued. This is necessary to ensure that the application of Ampere's law to the plasma

boundary yields the correct value of the plasma current.

From magnetostatics, the B i field can be expressed as

_"_P/'x e't' (2.15)
BI = tt° l l' 12

where

(]?l_,,_)'/"-[(2-k_)lJ(]c/))-2/'.'(t_',,)]qsp = 2rr kl (2. lfJ)

lJ and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively, and

k2 = ,11_1_,,, (2.17 )
_' (1_ + l?.,,,)_ + (Z - Z,,_ )-)

The ,1 conductors are assumed to be small in cross-section and far from the plasma surface

(relative to the dimensions of the conductor), This makes it possible to compute thc applied tield

Be in a manner similar to Bi:

'J V,qs_x e::, ('2.l _ )
Be = ff__ /l_lj t:

i= 1

where

qs.I - (l_l{J)_/'e,2_ 2-1,"_)lJ(/cj) --'_.'l'.'(/,:j)].l,'.j (2.19)

and

11(1:./ (2.2())
/"_ = ( ft' + 1_._)_ + (Z - Z.j )-'

One property of the ideal MHD modcl is that the plasma is perfectly conducting. This requires

that the compo_aent of the magnetic field normal to the plasma surface vanish within and just

outside oi' the plasma surface:

en . Bi [.%= ell ' Bv ."/,-- () '2.'21)
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where B i is the plasma field inside the plasma, The solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation

for the plasm a equilibrium already satisfy this condition. For the vacuum field, however, it

is necessary to apply Equation 2.21 explicitly. In the following section, it is shown that this

condition 'allows the tangentiM component of the vacuum field to be expressed in the form

t),,(,#) = b(1)(#)+ b(2)(#).i (2.22)

where i and b (:_ are column vectors of length ,J containing the currents (i and a set of geometric

coefficients b_2) respectively. The currents/i are then determined by minimizing the functional

fr(i) = ,Jsi,(&,- as'
,J),, 13;_d,5' (2.23)

where Bp and B,, represent the tangential components of the plasma and vacuum fields, respec-

tively. Equation 2.23 can be thought of as the net deviation from exact radial pressure balance.

Minimization of et is thus equivalent to minimizing the net deviation from exact radial pressure

balance at the plasma boundary.

2.3 Calculation of the Vacuum Field

The method used to'determine the vacuum field Bv is based on an application ot' Green's

theorem [20]. This choice is facilitated by the fact that the tield must only be calculated on the

plasma surface. Additionally, several analyses have shown that this formalism is well suited for

fast numerical computation [7,5,6,111.

Green's theorem for the scalar magnetic potential is written as

1; [ '.V'(/(r,r' ('-,' r' '.V'_,_(r' ] _,"cr_/)(r)+ _b(r')(e n )) - (r, )(e n )) d,. = 0 ('2.2.1)
.1_

In this equation, r' = (/?', _9_, Z') and r = (l_, _, Z). Additionally, r denotes the observation

point and r' represents the variables of integration. Also, a regularity condition is imposed on o

so that the integral over an infinite bounding surface (5'.,:) vanishes.

As discussed earlier, the plasma surface coordinates are parameterized with respect to/_, so

that l?'= l_l,(tt/)and Z' = Z,(ll'). The function ()is the intinite space Green's function giver',

by
1

(','(r, rr) = -- ('2.L).'_)
1TrI r'- r [
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where

:>+Iz' z:].... 2.26)

Finally, rr is a coefficient which depends on the location of the observation point relative to the

- plasma surface, and is given by

l ifr is outside the plasma,
rr = :_ ifr is on the plasma surface, (2.27)0 if r is inside the plasma.

Since the goal ot' this analysis is to compute ¢)on file plasma surface, o is taken to be 1/2, and

R and Z are set to Rv(It) and Zt:(/t ), respectively.

2.3.1 Simplification of Green's Theorem

Through the assumption of toroidal axisymmctry, ii. is possible to diminate the v9dependence in

the integral of equation 2.24. This reduces equation 2.24 to

[ .':,rr O('(tL'P/) ('(ff It") i)# !{/dlt/ 0 (2 ")'_<I)(/L)+ 4,(/t')O,,i.'- ' . = ..s)

where (; is the reduced Green's function defined as

'2_" .(,' = i'i'd.,:' 2.2f))
Jl)

Integrating equation 2.29 gives
# 1((I:)

(,'= '2,;10)
2rr_/:-_17'

where k is given by
.1I/'1_'

L'2 = 2.31 )
( 17' + f_)'_-q- (Z' -- Z )'-'

The solution of equalion 2.28 requires the evaluation of the nomlal derivatives of (,' and (/,,.

Using the delinition of the nomlal derivative (equation 2.6) and the identities 1101

dr:(/,') 1

,//,,= _ [/..'(/,,)--k(/,.)] I_.32)

,/.k(/,.) _ l [/i(_.) ]" 41,---7 -- I,' 1 - k'-' h(l,') (2.33)

results in

R, O( ; 1 (1,') t /"O;,.-7 = 2-7 \-ff ['\/"1"''/") + 1"/,'(k'(#) /'.'(/,' )] (2.3.1)
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wherc ,

: a = z;,(R'- t{)-<,(z'-z)
(R'- R) 2+tZ'- Z) 2 (2.35)

I" = -- (2 36)2R' ' "

The normal derivative of 4)can be found by invoking the boundary condition on By, namely
.

t7,0¢ _ 0 polp_ + E#olit_ (237)-" _ -- 0#--7 p j
j=l

Since no assumptions have been made about either the plasma shape or the location of the various

conductors, equation 2.37 shows that it is always possible to make the normal component of the

vacuum field exactly vanish at the plasma surface.

2.3.2 Conductor Grouping

For a given PF system, it often occurs that several conductors are constrained to carry the same

current, while others carry a fixed current dictated by external conditions. Thus, the number of"

unique currents that must be determined is often much less than ,1. Incorporating these cases

now may save a significant amount of' computation.

Generally, conductors can be constrained to carry the same current for a number oi' reasons.

One such reason is conductor geometry. In general, several filaments are used to model the

windings of a finite sized coil. These conductors are linked in series electrically, cauaing them

to carry the same current. Another reason is symmetry. Oi'ten, the conductors arc located

symmetrically with respect to the midplane of the machine (Z = 0). This case usually occurs tbr

up-down symmetric plasmas. Finally, it may be the case that there are too few power supplies

to drive each coil independently, so some coils must be grouped together.

Fixed conductor currents can also occur t0r a number reasons. One example of this in lhc

flat-top portion of an ohmic'ally heated discharge. In this phase of operation, the currem in the

ohmic transh)rrncr is preprogrammcd to generate a constant plasma current. Calculation of the

poloidal field system currents at a given time requires taking a "snapshot" of the equilibrium and

computing the coil currents while the ohmic stack current is held constant at its preprogrammed

value.

Accounting for grouped and fixed currents is straightforward, lt is assumed that the currents

in /:' of the conductors are fixed. The remaining conductors are assumed to belong to one of (,'
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groups, where each conductor in each group is cone!rained to carry the same c,tlrrent 1o. The Cj -I

currents are then computed using the technique described in the next section..

From the above discussion, the vacuum field dae to the conductors (Be) can be expressed as

" " _l,'Xe,.b (; UtP:2Xe,/,
Be = l.tol l) R. + Ell, olu l_ 2.38)

• !/=1

where

"__Ii _l_")j (?. :39)lC= _/,° ._./

and
J

(.,J)

j=l

Here, _[J/,,accounts for the poloidal llux from lhc conductors Carrying fixed currents, while

q/,j represents the total poloidal tlux from the g..th conductor group. The selection functions 5(1:J

•rod >>('q)._ are defined by

{_5(/,.) = 1 if 1i is a fixed current, 2..11
J 0 otherwise.

(:;) { 1 ii' conductor j is in group .q,
= 2..12)

_Sj 0 otherwise.

Utilizing these results to rewrite equation 2.37 gives

l_' i)O i) (i)t_'i)t_' (")
- til)II'VPI-'+ 11°11,_p/'' + _z_ tl(Jl,,j_P.,j (2.-13

.q=l

• - ,-'/" ( I_In :.he right hand side of this expression, only the quantities l.,j, where 1 <, ,q ._ are unknown.

2.3.3 Fourier Analysis

Equation 2.28 can bc solved through standard Fourier analysis techniques, This is donc by lirst

exptmding o and its normal derivative in Fourier series'

._1

o = _ ;I,,,_"'"*' ('2.•1.1)
,,_= --.\1

l_ih" = _ c,,, + /),,_..jl,j , '"' _' (2.1.5)
i)I_ ,,,= - ).1 ,;=1 .
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where, in principle, the summation over nt should range from -c,o to -t:ex:_.Practical considera-

tions, however, require that the Fourier series be truncated after a tinite number of terms given

by nt = _LM.

The Coefficients c,,, and D,,w are assumed known. They can be calculated from the Fourier

transform of equation 2.43, and are given by

im _2TrCm = 2"-'_. (tq)lP_P + #olpq!F)e-i'n_' tilt' (2..16 "

Dm 9 = inr. _o'27r2-'-_ #o_je -i''" dp, (2.,17)

The goals of thisanalysis are to first find the coefficients a,,_ and then the values of the

19 by minimizing (I. The a,,, are determined by using the expansions given by equations 2.44

and 2.45. These expansions are substituted into equation 2.28, which is then multiplied by (.--i,,_,,

and integrated over p. The end result of this process is

,'1 [2,.:['2,r O(/(ltt,,),,,,,,,_i,,,, ' ,
(I, In Z Jo/o _ t

a,,, + _ R' - ,' dttdtt
71" ()71./

mJ=_Al

: _',,,+ l),,,..t,l.,j _ - (,'(lt, _
. [ = mt=--,'_/ 7]" ,

The integrands on the left and right sides of this equation can be expressed as

Lf2"f TM i)(;(1,,t t') ,.,,,,,,,_,,,,, ,
"|"'"" - ]o ]o t_/ _ dp dti (o 19)7r , i) ,' ""

l f'2"r / '2'r )r,,,,,,, ,',,_u ,(',,_,,, = - ("(tl.,l t' (1tl(ltt ('>..'i())
"_" ,](} ](_

where A and C have dimension ('2.\1 + 1)x (2),I + 1). With these delinilions, equation 2.48

can be expressed in a linear algebraic form:

[I+A].a = C. [c+D.i] (2.51)

where I is the identity matrix and i is a vector of length (,' containing lhc values of the grouped

currents l.v. The solution to this equation is

a = d +E,i 2.,'i2)

where

d = [I+ A]_ C,.c 2..",:_)

E = [I + Al -_ C',. D '2.',,1)
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Note that the elements d,n and E.,,,,,, are known quantities depending only upon the coil locations,

the plasma shape, and the known fixed currents.

Equation 2.52 can then be Substituted into equation 2.13 to express the tangential component

of the vacuum lield as

B_,----b(F)(IL) + b(G)(ff).i (2.55)

• where b(l;')(ff) represents the tangential field (at the plasma surface) due to those conductors

carrying fixed currents and b(C;)(iL,)is.the tangential field from the grouped conductors. Written

in terms of 2.53 and 2.54, these fields are

1 [ m I_,OqJ_, Ii, oqJ t_I

l [ ,xr " 1;_ ¢,i,,,_, 1 i)_P,,/)

2.4 Solution for Group Currents

Recall that the ultimatc goal of this analysis is to find the conductor currents lj in such a way as

to minimize the jump in the tangential tield across the plasma surface. From equation 2.23 this

jump is written as

,l(i) = [%( I3_,- B,,)2d,b'
1,, l.,'i"_,/,S'

Substituting equations 2.56 and 2.57 into this expression casts the expression for _z into a simpler

foray

,l(i) = i. M • i-- 2n. i + p ('2.5s)

where i is a vector of length (,' representing the group currents being solved for, M is a ((; x (,')

symmctric matrix, n is a vector of lcngth (,', and p is a scalar. The quantities M, n, and p are,

in turn, dclincd as

'- 7,1,;"l_(21_!f'_/, '_,#,
' 2.5f)

._1,,,,,= I,__t_#t_;:,#,
j_, RQIj (_') _ b(t.). .,_ ( 13p )dl_ '2.(i()

" ""_ = !'2_',,1_(_t_/,_lt_,

.li__ RQ( /3, - I,(1''))_,d 2.(il
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The tangential tield error given by equation 2.58 can now be minimized with respect to tile

group currents. This is done by tbrmally computing the derivative of _:1and Setting it to zero'

0,_l
= 0; g= l,. ,(/ (2.(52)

01,,i

Applying equation 2.62 to equation 2.58 results in a simple linear system given by

, , q

M.i = n (2.(_3)

This system can be solved through standard matrix techniques 11221.In typical t0kamak conligu-

rations, (; ranges from ,-1to t0, so equation 2.63 presents a trivial computational task tbr current

computer systems. Finally, it should be observed that the entire calculation is carried out without

iteration or searching, implying that this technique will be extremely fast and robust.

Once the vector i is tbund, it can l_ substituted into Equation 2;58 tc) compute the value of

_t. This value of _:I represents an absolute estimate of the error in the radial pressure balance

from using this set of coil currents to suppog the given equilibrium.

2.5 Summary

Although the calculations described in this chapter are l'airly complex, they can be summarized

in a relatively simple manner. The solution procedure assumes thai the following information is

known'

•Equilibriurn int'onnation:

1. The plasma shape.

2. The total plasma current.

3. The tangential component of the plasma magnetic lield at lt'tc plasma surface, denoted

1_/,.

• Conductor information:

1. The locations (1_, Z) of the .] conductors surrounding the plasnia.

2. The currents in t:' oi" the .] conductors (i.e., the conduclors carrying tixcd prepro-

grammed currents)



3. The grouping of the conductors carrying the same current (i.e,, the multifilamcnt

model of a finite size coil),

These quantities arc the inputs tO the solution procedure. The output consists of the *:iminimizing

• values of the (i' group conductor currents. These group currents are calculated as follows. First,

the plasma shape information is used to compute the matrices A and C in equations 2.49 and 2.50.

" The plasma shape information is combined with the conductor infomlation to compute the c

vector and tile D matrix in equations 2.46 and 2.47. These matrices arc then used to compute

the vacuumlield surrounding the plasma, t3,,. Substituting l]_, and the plasma equilibrium field

t_'_,into equations 2.59 - 2.61 gives M and n. The group currents i are then found by solving

equation 2.63.



Chapter 3

Asymmetric Systems

The model developed in Chapter 2 was implemented by Haney in a program called cPFC. This

,_oftware takes the data about a given equilibrium and generates a _set o[' poloid:d field coil

currents which support that equilibrium. Haney's version of the program, however, is applicable

only.to equilibria and coil sets which are up-down symmetric. Thus, the resulls produced are not

applicableto coil sets with asynimetries, single-null diverted equilibria, or systenls wilh CU_Tent

applied to 'tlae vertical positioning coils. In this chapter, the original version oi' the software is

extended to include general asymmetric cases.

3.1 Discussion

In Chapter 2, the theory behind the original coil current solver was presented. Other than

the toroidal axisymmetry requirement, that derivation made no assumptions aboul plasma or

conductor symmetries. In particular, ali .Jt' the Fourier transforms used to determine the coil

currents were expressed in complex R)nn, thereby allowing any plasma-coil conliguration to be

solved.

To simplify the imt)lemcntation of this scheme, it was assumed that both lhc plasma and lhc

coils were symmetric in ez. An example of such a system is shown in Figure 3-1, and tile

corresponding tangential component of the poloidal field iu shown in Figure 3-2. Note lhtll the

poloicial field is symmetric aN)ul tt = rc.

By assuming thai the plasma and coil set were symnletric, it was only necessary tc) work with

the _c:.Hcomponents of the various F'ourier series and transforms presented in Chapler 2. For
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example, in expressing the scalar magmetic potential as a Fourier series, Equation 2.44

M

,I)(#) = _ a,,,,:i'''"
rn,= - M

was programmed in the form
M

4t(#) = _ a,,,,cos(m,t_) (3.1
m=- M

where the a,,, were assumed to be purely real. The other arrays and:vectors used to compute the

scalar potential were treated in a similar manner. Such treatment is wmTanted since the Fourier

[ransfo_vnof a symmetric (i.c even) function contains only real components 118l.

3,2 Generalization

Consider now the single null diverted plasma shown in Figure 3-3, The poloidal tield due to

this plasma is shown in Figure 3-4. As this last ligure Clearly shows, the poloidal licld is no

longer symmetric about lt= n', making it impossible to lind a set of coil currents to support that

equilibrium using the ofigin_ (symmetric) version of cPFC.

Generalizing cPFC to the asymmetric case proved fairly straightforward. Firsl, all of lhc real

vectors and matrices used to compute the scalar potential and its nomaal derivative on the plasma

surface were converted to complex form. Then, a suitable matrix inversion routine was applied

to determine d and E, which in turn were used to compute a. Finally, the equations tbr lhc lixed

and grouped components of the vacuum licld were explicitly written in the Ibm1

= 7] /¢ n,, +/'"/-7 u,--T)m = - ,'_/

- 1 i)_P:j '1.:_)

%'((")_tt) = _QI\'" .... ,_1it_'(im/:',,,.,j_'"".)+ tllj 1_ i)t_

where :1_'is the real operator.

Since the magnetic Iieldis purely real, one test of the accuracy of this transformatiorl is to

compute the quantities

I b(t.') I _-!,-- (t,,,_ ) :l,-I )
t_) = (2 _ 3(il,_' '"'",, = - ,_,/

1 ._/
..... _._ 3(i,_ 1:',,:,/('"'_') :1.5)

1b!/;) ,li) .... (2 ,,,=_.._1
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where '3' is the imaginary operator, For' a purely syrnmetric case, these two quantities should

be zero, In practice, these values come out ti to 10 orders of magnitude less than their real

components for the purely up-down symmetric systems presented in the next section and in

Appendix A

3.3 Verification

With the required modifications completed, it is necessary to verify the new vm'sion of the

cPFC program, Here, the lirst veritication process is a consistency check against the symmetric

version o1"the program [211. It"everything has been done properly, the results oblained ['rem the

symmetric and asymmetric versions of the cPFC code should be identical for symmtlrical coil

sets and plasmas. This is the case since, as mentioned previously, lhc Fourier transform of a

symmetric thnction has only real values,

The first veriIication procc_ss 'presented here consists of testing three ditTcrent tokamak con-

ligurations. For brevity, only ont case is given in this ctaapter, tuld the others are presented in

Appendix A. Each sample contiguration is tested in two modes, one where the coils are grouped

up-down (i.e, a symmetric pair of coils is Ibrced to carry the same currenl), and one where

each coil in lhc system is allowed to carry a diffcrent current. This provides two checks of the

system. First, tlm currents tbund using the symmetric and asymmetric vcrsi.ons of the cPFC pro-

gram should bt identical in each mode, Second, since the couligurations are pert'cclly up-down

symmetric, lhc currtnts found for lhc grouped and ungro.uped modes should also be identical.

Figure 3-5 shows the plasn`ia and coil set oi' a D shaped tokamak based on lhc propostd

upgrade ot' the Versator tokamak at MIT. The plasrna parameters for this particular case are given

in Table 3.1. The coils labeled OHT4, OHB4, OHT5, and OHB5 all can'y a lixed current

of 15 kiloamps. Thr remaining coil currents wert det emained using both the symmetric and

asymmetric versions of cPFC. The data t'or the grouped mode is presenttd in Table 3.2, while

the data l'or the ungrouped mode is listed in "fable 3.3, Finally, as a COml:)arison o1' how well

the cquilibriuni poloidal litld is rtproduced by the coil currents, this dala is shown iii Figure 3-6,

The value o1'(/ for these currents is 0.().1,showing thal the conlbinalion of the coi'l and 1)lasrna

currents reproduce the equilibrium poloidal Iicld reasonably weil.

II is readily apparent that lhc data lhr both I.llc syinmetric alld asymlnetric vcrsitlns of li-lt

cPFC code tire identical for bolh the groul)ed arid urigroul:)cd modes. Sirnilar results are ['ourid l'or
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"I;'_d_h,:3,2: l)_l,a for coil groups OHT:I-OtlT3 a.nd O11t$1-O1l[1:3, EI)'T[ a.ntl I'.;I"BI, 1,',1i"['2

a,nd Eli't)12, a,n_l ['_,I)"['3-_'''''_r" v_;,qr,r,t' to _md 1;_;t'-'I33-, ......... ci_rrying syl,lmet;ric ctlrrolll:s,

....

5'qmmetrie A,_:q'mrlzetrie S)/'t,tlze't.rie A,_qmme'lri_'
..... ..... ,,,

Coil Current (kA) Coil Current (kA)
, _.

• OHT1 -2,13l -2,131 OHB1 -2,13[ --2,1:71l

OHT2 -2,13L -2, L3[ OHB2 -2,1:31 -2,131

OHT3 .-2.131 -2.1:31 OHB3 --2.1:11 -2,1.31

EFTI - 1,327 -1,327 EFB1 - 1.327 - 1,327

EFT2 -,),3_s - 9,3,'g8 EFB2 -,),,$Ss -!),:ISS

EFT3 - 1.1,82.1 -- 1.1.82.1 EFB3 -1,l.82.'1 - l,l.S2,1

EFT4 - 1.I,,_2.'l - l,l.S2.l EFB4 1.1.,_,2,1 - l.l.N2.l

EF"T'5 -l,l,,_2,:l -I,l,N2,,I EFB5 -1 ,l,,';2.,1 -l,l,S2.1

Error (%)
.............

l"icld t.rrof 0,()41 Y7 ()'i(Ni37

'l'ablo ::I.3: l)at,a for coil group,,-; ()1I'1'1-()11'1':$, ()1[i_1-()1115:1, I';I"'I'1, I';I"BI, 1';1,"1'2,1,;I:t12,

l';l"T3-t};l,"'l'5 anti l".l:ll:l-l:;l"ll5 ca l'.:,yillg Illliclllt, cllrrolits.

.S'gt,z,,l,'l,'/c ] ..t.s'.tjl,t,(lric' ._'.!/,,,,,,,./,',',' l ..l.'_.q,,,,,,,lt'i('

Coil Current (kA) Coil Current (kA)

OHTI ":2,131 -,2.131 OHB1 -2.1:_I 1 -2,13l

OHT2 -:2,1:31 -2,1:31 OHB2 -:2,131 -2,131

OHT3 -2,131 -2,131 OHB3 --2.131 -2.1:31

EFT1 - 1,:127 - 1.:327 EFB 1 -- 1.:127 -- 1.:327

EFT2 -!).:lss .-!),:3sn EFB2 -9.:Isx -!).3ss

EFT3 - 1l,m2.1 - 1l,S21 EFB3 -1 1,,',;2.1.... 1I,m'2.t

EF"I'4 -1 l.s2.1 -l.l.s2.1 EFB4 --1 I.,_2.1 -I 1.,_21

EFT5 --1 l.,v,2I -1.1 ..s2.1 EFB5 --1 1.,'.;2I - I.l.s2 I

Error (%)

I.'i_hl t'h'l'of 0.04137 ] (/.(i)4137
1,----.--
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the two cases presented in Appendix A. This supplies veritication that the asymmetric version is

correct with respect to symmetric plasmas and coil sets. The sccond step is to test and validate

the asymmetric version using an asymmetric system.

3.4 Validation

Validation of the asymmetric version of the program is accomplishcd using the method described

and used by Haney 114], This method uses severn filaments to model the current distribution

within the plasma, thereby eliminating the problem of trying to compute an equilibriuna using a

method which ma;, not be entirely suitable tbr the given set of poloidal tield coils.

The current distribution in the plasma is modeled using a number of filaments, These tilaments

and those representing the poloidal tield coils are then tixed at some appropriate (but essentially

arbitrary) values. When the tluxes due to all of these coils are summed, a number of closed Ilux

surfaces are found. By summing the fields from all of these conductors, it is a Straightforward

matter to compute the tangential tield on these closed surfaces. The information about the shape

of one particular closed tlux surface, the tangential lield at that surface, and the total current

carried by the tilaments representing the plasma is then given to cFFC. The currents found by

cFFC can then be compared to those originally used to generate the flux surface. Small differences

between the currents used to generate the tlux surface and the currents produced by cFFC can be

expected duc to rounding errors and the tinitc number of terms used in lhc Fourier series. Large

differences would indicate that the method fails to compute the coil currents correctly.

This procedure will be carried out for two plasma models: one for a symmetric model to

demonstrate the method, and one tbr an asymmetric model to test the asymmetric version of

cFFC. Both plasma models are placed within lhc same coil set, namely a crude model of the

Alcator C-Mod coil set.

The symmetric plasma model is shown in Figure 3-7. Note thal the tight lilamcnts represent-

ing the plasma are symmetrically distributed about the z axis. The triangular shape reasonably

models the efl'ccts of a double-null divertor conliguration.

The locations of the plasma iilaments and lhc currents carried by those tilaments arc lislcd

in Table 3.4. The currents carried by the poloidal field coils and their locations are given in

Table 3.5. The results of running the cFFC program on this system are presented in 'I"ablc 3.6.

For this calculation, each coil was allowed to carry a unique cun'ent. The Difference column
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Table 3.-1: [nl_Ut l)lasnla fila,lll0nt curronts for lhc svt11111olriclo._l ca,_,

La&/ R(m) Z(m) Current (.MA.)
....

Plasmal ().6If)() +().0()0() - 1.0()0()

Plasma2 0.719() +0.0000 - ().1(}()()

Plasma3a 0.5950 +0.050() -0.1000

Plasma3b 0.5950 -0.050/) --().1000

Plasma4a 0.66,_() +0.05,50 -().TO(}O

Plasma4b 0.66s0 -(),055() --(),TO0()

Plasma5a 0.6t!)0 +0.1()10 --(). I()()()

Plasma5b 0.6190 -(),101() -0.1(1()0
...........
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I:-d)le 3,5: Inpttt, poloida,l field coil currel_.t,s for cP["( wdi<la,l,ioll

L.%l R(m) Z(m) Current (MA)
,,

PFla 0.,:1(_90 +0.6040 - 0.5,_7()

PFib 0..1690 - 0.(J0.,t0 - 0.5,_7()

PF2a 1.0200 +0.5060 +().93,10

PF2b 1.02()0 -().506() +0.9:_,10

PF3a 1.0250 +0.,1030 +0.9:1.10

PF3b 1.0250 -0.,1030 +0.93.1()

OHla 0.3500 +0.0,550 +().9900

OHlb 0.3500 -(),()55() +().9!)00

OH2a 0.3500 +0.1(i50 +().99()0

OH2b 0.:_500 -0.1650 +0,,091)()

OH3a 0,3500 +0.27.10 +().!)!)()()

OH3b (),35()0 -0.27.10 .().9!)0()

OH4a 0.35()() +().3,_.1() +().!)9()()

OH4b 0,3500 --().:Is.t0 -t-().!)!)0()

OH5a 11.350() +0.191() +().9!)()0

OH5b 0.35()0 -0..19,10 +().9!)0()
.......
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Ta,hie 3.6: C,onlpa,).'isoll I)etwee)l int)lti: _md oUlbl)Utwdues of the poloidal iield coil (:11rrelll,s

use(t t51' the symmetric (;esl; ca,se,

..

Input Output

Label Current (MA) Current (MA) Difference (%)

• PFla -0.5M70 ,0.5,_68 +0.02,180

PFlb -0,5S70 -0.5869 +0.02.167

PF2a +0.93,10 +0.9339 +0.1)()6!),1
PF2b +0,93-10 +0.9339 +0.()0(J9:_

PF3a +0.!)3d0 +0,9:/.10 -0.00,120

PF3b +0,93,.10 +0.9:1,10 -0.()(),'119

OH 1a +0,9900 + 0.9S99 +0.()0137

OH I b +0.9900 + 0,9s99 +0 .()0136

OH2a +0.9900 +0.9S9,9 +() .()()132

OH2b +0,9900 +0,9s99 +().()01 :_2

OH3a +0.99()0 -+-0,,9s99 +0 ()02 l'l

OH3b +0.9900 .+(),!)si)!) +0,00211

OH4a +0.9900 +0.!)901 -0.01:1:_7

OH4b +0.9900 +0.!)901 -0.()1:125

OH5a -t-0.!)!)00 +0.9s,9(i +0.()37,l(_

OH5b +().990() +0.gs!)(i +0,0:172,[
......

Ta )1o3.T: IIlt)_ll l)laslna tilallIOllI ¢'_ll'I'('lllSt'(_Vlitr' aSS'll_lllell'ic I,('Sl CaS_'

l a&l R(m) Z(m) Current (MA)

'laslna I (1.619() +().0{)0(t - 1.35()()

'lasma2 0.7190 +0,00()0 -0..15{)l)

lasma3a 0.595() +().{)50(1 -0.100()

lasma3b 0,5!)5() -().0,51)0 -0,2500

lasma4b 0.66,_0 - ().05:'_() -0.75()()

lasma5b ] 0161!)() --().11)1() -().1()()0
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and resulting flux surfacc for this case. Here, the triangularity in the lower hall"of the tlux surface

models a single-null divertor.

As tbr the symmetric case, the results obtained by running cPFC for this case indicate that the

program is computing the coil currents correctly. This can be verilied by examining Table 3.8.

Here, the worst case differs from the input current by 0.614 % (coil OHSa). This is a factor or

twenty higher than lhc symmetric case, but is still acceptable as proof lhat cPFC is linding the

coil currents properly. This can also be seen by examining Figure 3-t0, which shows both the

poloidal field at the flux surface and the resulting poloidal field computed by cPFC. The tield

error for this case is 1.2. l0 -1%, so the two lines in Figure 3-10 are indistinguishable.

As a final example, consider the plasma and coil set shown in Figure 3-11. This oquilibrium

is far more asymmetric than that used for the previous test. The coil set shown in Figure 3-11

is a more advanced design of the Alcator C-Mod poloidal tield coil system. The locations o1"

the wires making up the various coils shown in Figure 3-11 are given in Appendix B. The

equilibrium used in this case is characterized by the parameters given in Table 3.9. The poloidal

tields for this case are shown in Figure 3-12. Examining this tigure shows lhat cPFC is doing a

reasonable job or reproducing the equilibrium field, with a field error of .D.(if):{%.
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la,ble 3.8: Compa, rison betwt_el/ inpul, _nd olltput va,llaes oi' t,he poloi¢la,l tield coil currollt, s

ust_d for' tile a,syzxlmet:ric t,est, c_s¢_.

, Input Output

Label Current (MA) Current (MA) Difference (%)
,,, --.-- _

PFla --0.5870 -0.5,_,19 -0.35()2,1

PFlb --0.5S70 -0.5S7(i -(). 10126

PF2a +0.t)3,10 -4-0.933(i -0,0,l:{5,1,

PF2b +0,9:_,,10 +0.9:{,1() +0.00Sti9

PF3a +0.9:_,-10' +0.9:1,12 _-0.02.1(i0

PF3b +0.93,10 +0.93:19 -().()0701

OH 1a +0,9900 + 0.!),,99 +().0()?(i 1

OH 1b +().9900 + 0.9,_9!) +0 .()0595

OH2a +0.9900 +0.!)9()0 -0.0()289

OH2b +0,99()0 +().!)S99 +0.0()7(is

OH3a +0,9900 + ().9S93 +(),()(i,q9l

OH3b +(),9900 +0.9!)0() -0.()():{.17_

OH4a +(),!)._100 + 0.!)!):_:_ -0.3:{5.":2

OH4b +().!)900 ' +0.,),s,),_'_' +0.0712'_,.

OH5a +0.9900 +0.!)S39 +0.(il:161

OH5b +0.990() +0,!)91. I -(). 1l,")!)6
.......... ,,
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Chapter 4

Linear Constraints

The previous chapter discussed the transformation of the cPFC program into a general purpose

tool for computing the coil curt'cnrs required to support a givcn equilibrium, In this cl!apter,

linear limits on t:,,_:coil currents are incorporated into cPFC. These limits arise from engineering

considerations for the poloidal field coils. The ctlapter begins with a discussion of the cnginccring

factors that limit the current that a coil c_m carry,

4.1 The Source of the Constraints

The way in which current limits arise depends on the type o1' magnet being used, In resistive

magnets, thecoil temperature is one limiting factor on the magnitude of the current, while super-

conducting magnets have tenlperature, magnetic lield, and current limits that must be satislied.

The details of these limits are examined in the next tw() sections.

4.1.1 Resistive Magnets

Linear constraints on the coil currents ()t' a system of resistive magnets come aboul due to

temperature considerations. As a demonstration of how the maximum allowable temperature in a

coil limits the current tlowing in that coil, consider a long, straight resistive wire with a circular

cross section. The maximum temperature allowed in the wire is (letined to be 71> The amount

of power (1') del)osited as heat in the wire is given by

t' = l"l_l,

55
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where lr is the wire's resistance per unit length, .L is the total length of the wire and 1 is the

CUtTent{lowing through the wire.
' I

Knowing the power' dissipated in the wire makes it possible to determine the temperature

distribution of the wire from
07'

_V'2T+ I'= p% 0---_

where r is time, _: is the thermal conductivity of the wire, p is the wire's density and % is

the specific heat of the wire. For simplicity, _:, p and % are assumed to be independcnt of

temperature. Furthermore, assuming a steady state condition removes the time dependence from

this equation, resul.ting in
P

V_T = ----
h',

The general solution to this Equation [19] is given by

"r,= ° )+ ;
where ,' is the radial position, ro is the radius of the wire, _1; is the temperature at the surface of

the wire (r = ro), and 0 is the volumetric heat generation, given by

P
4=

The temperature distribution described by Equation 4,1 is parabolic and has a maximum at r = (),

corresponding to the center of the wire.

The surface temperature of the wire is found by applying an appropriate boundary condition,

For this case, the wire is assumed to be undergoing convective heat transfer with a cooling

medium. The heat transfer rate to the coolant ((.')is given by

(' 7' "'= h.,.t( ._- I!,)

where h is a heat transfer coefficient, ,I is the surface area over which cooling is taking piace,

1:_ is the temperature of the wire's surface, and Ii, is the bulk temperature o1' the coolant. The

previous assumption of being at steady state gives

/_li/, h..l('/; -. '1:,,)

This equation yields "I;,, which can then be substituted into Equation 4.1 to obtain the temperature

at lhc center ot' the wire (7',,). The equation for '/',, is

+ "I',_ 1'e1¢, _ + + 7)
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As discussed earlier, the maximum temperature occurs at. the center of the wire, For the

current case, this means that 71,:must be less than or equal to 7]_, This translates into

47r_,'hA (7b - 71,)
I'2R, <

- hA + ,.17rn,L

' The maximum current inthe wire is then found by taking the square root in the previous equation:

[_. (4"rr_h,A ('£O- _i_,)) ] t/,_" ['""":' : h,_t + 47r_ I, (4,2 )

Thu.,_,the current allowed to flow through the coil due to the temperature consideration,_is given

by -1,,,.:_. < 1 < /,,,,,._,,The upper and lower botmds on I act as a constraint, and since the

exponent of I is unity, the constraint is linear.

4,1.2 Superconducting Magnets

Superconducting magnet materials exhibit a cornplex behavior in the phase space defined by cur-

rent density, magnetic field, and temperature. The critical values of these parameters are detined

as the point at which the superconducting nature ot' the material is lost. Since a superconductor

has essentially no electrical resistance, Ohmic heating is not a factor in the current limits. Instead,

the temperature of the superconductor can change through internal energy lluctuations or nuclear

interactions. For the purposes of this discussion, the critical current will be assumed to be the

only limiting factor to the coil current.

Present desibms tbr superconducting magnets consist of a series of superconducting lilamenls

embedded in a metallic substrate. The substrate serves as a backup in case part ot' thc supercon-

ductor fails temporarily due to a local temperature increase and acts as a heat sink, Consider a

magnet composed of Niobium-Tin lilaments which have a circular cross-section. At .l.2 K and in

a 5 T magnetic tield, the critical current density for Niobium-Tin is approximately 5, 1()_-_A/na"

I1'the total filament_lave a cross-sectional area of 5 cm_, the maximum current the magnet can

carry is 10{) kA. Thus, in a grossly oversimplitied situation, the critical current acts as the limiting

factor on the current that a superconducting magnet can carry.

4.2 Problem Statement

. As presented in Chapter 2, the problem of tinding the poloidal lield Coil currents was simply that

oi' rninimizing the functional

_/(i) = i/'.M . i- 2n'r.i--I- 1) (.1.3)
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Since M is a symmetric matrix, this problem reduces to tinding the solution ot'

M. i = n (,1,,1)

Now, assume that a particular current i# is subject to a ma×imum current constraint of the

form

Iik I_<
' m

More generally, ii' a finite subset of the group currents is subject to a set of inequality constraints,

the constraint equations take the form

-b <_l_<b (,1,5)

where 1 denotes the constrained subset of the grouped cun'ents, The problem of finding the coil

currents subject to the linear constraints is formally expressed as

Minimize' IT.M, i..- 2n'r,i + p

Subject, t,o -b_<,l < b , (.1,6)

Equation 4.6 is commonly referred to as an oplimizalion, problem' To simplify the discussion,

some of the nomenclature involved in optimization problems is now presented [91. Any set of

currents i thai satisfy the constraints detined by Equation 4.5 represents a j'ca,sibl(, point. A point i

which satisIies ali of the constraints and minimizes _I is called oplim..I. For constraints involving

inequalities, a satisIied constraint is called il_arti,l_¢,and one which is violated is described as

.c'/,it,e, In genertfl, solving a problem with inequality constraints is dil'Iicult. This difficulty arises

because al. an_,;tep in the solution process, none, some, or all of the constraints may be active,

so that il is impossible to tell a ln'iorz which of the inequalities ultimately appear as constraints.

There are a variety of problems associated with ttae determination of an optimal point oi' a

quadratic system with linear inequality constraints - precisely the problem expressed in Equa-

tion 4.6, The worst of these is the issue of convergence, Since one of the goals of this work is

to build a fast, robust systeni, a system which may not converge to one set of i is undesirable,

Rather than face these problems, the goal of minimizing _:t(i) subject to the constraints is sim-

plified to that of finding a feasible point. This is accomplished by assuming that ii' the global

minimum tbund in Equation 4.4 dees not satisfy the constraints, then a feasible point will not

perturb the system too far ['rem the global minimum, with the field roTor serving as an estimate

of the quality of the solution. The fonnulae lhr estimating a l'easible point are developed in the

nexl section.
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4.3 Finding a Feasible Point

Ttle goal of this section is to find a feasible point 0f Equation 4,6, 1'o do this, an intermediate

expression for Equation 4,6 is developed using the Lagrange multiplier technique. The result can
i

then be treated in a fairly straightforward manner,

Originally, the problem simply required finding a minimum of the expression
i

, "_

+/(i) = l :/,M, i - 2n7',1 + 1)

The presence of linear inequality constraints transformed this problem to the problem stated by

Equation,4.6, Since each constraint is independent of the others, Equation 4.6 can be replaced

by the auxiliary function [16]

_(1) :: i7', M. i- 2n :r, i + p + A7'. g (4,7)

where ,\ is a vector of Lagr_mge multipliers m:d g is a vector whose elements arc defined by the

constraint equations'

:j,, - t,,,

Here, 1 is the constrained subset of i. '['he combination of Equtition 4.7 and the con_traint

equations form a linear system which can be minimized. This is accomplished by setting the

derivative of Equation 4.7 with respect to i equal to zero and imposing the constraint equations.

The first three terms on the fight-hand side oi' Equation 4.7 can simply be replaced by _:i(i),

whose derivative with respect to i is known, resulting in

i)_ ,\7' i)g
i)--=(: M . i- n + -_ , i)--i_' (,I.9)

The derivative of g can be tbund using

09,

i)i i = _,_,.i (,l. 1())

where b,,,.i is a selection function defined as

/ l if/. corresponds to the current i,j
_,_ - (1111)

'" 0 otherwise

For N total grouped currents, o1' which It are constrained, Equation 4,9 yields ,V equations

in N + h," unknowns (the N variables i and the it" values of ,\). The IJ constraint equations

c'omplele the system, giving N + /J equalions in N + h" unknowns. The next step is to lind a

method of solving the system in light ot" the inequalities in the constraint equations.
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4.4 Numerical Implementation
q

Although the equations developed in the previous section appear straightforward to solve, this is

not the case because of the inequalities in the constraint equations. The _gorithm which is best

suited to this case is an adaptation of Newton's method to systems of nonlinear equations [21,
, ,

The details of this algorithm are presemed in this Section. ' '

Newton's method arises from attempting to find a tixed point x for the function h(x defined

by

h(x) = x - ¢(x)f(x)

The fixed point of h,(x) is defined as the point p where h(p) = p, From this definition, it is

obvious that (b(p)f(p) = 0. The one dimensional version of Newton's method arises from the

desire to find a functional form for (/)(x) with the property that h(x) convcrgcs quadratically

to the tixed.point p. Newton's. method comes about directly from this condition by choosing

qS(:c)= L/ft(x), provided that f'(p) # O.

Approaching the n-dimensional case in a similar manner involves linding a matrix

(Ltl(x) al,2(x) ,,, .,l,,(x)

a,,2t(x) .,2,2(x) "' .,.,,,(x)
A(x) = , , , (,.1,12)

_.,_L(x a.,2(x) ,,, .,_.(x)

such that the equation

H(x) = x- A(x)- IF(x) (,1,13)

gives quadratic convergence to the fixed point of F(:x:) = 0, provided that A(x is nonsingular

at. the fixed point, The appropriate choice for the matrix A(x)is the Jacobian of F(x). Denoting

the Jacobian J(x), Equation 4.13 becomes

H(x)= x- J(x) ....rF(x) ,1.1,1)

whcrc the Jacobian is determined from [171:

I, ,'ii")(x) ,')l;'t (X) _

,' I J'------'_ ,' la") ' " ' '_')d' N

_,(x) ul,_('x) ,l,_2(x)
J(x) = "J"'_ ""_"_" "_:"_ (,1,15)

,:Jl;',v,(x) ,')l",v(X) ;_/,',\,(x
,"1,1' I r' ld' 2 ,')d' N
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The solution to this system is found by iterating from an initial guess, with the iteration scheme

being

x,_+l = x,__ j(x,_ -1. p(x,_) (4.16)

• Adapting this system to the formulae presented in the previous section is fairly straightlbrward.

The first N elements of x represent the grouped currents i of the system. The remaining h"
,b

elements are the Lagrange multipliers. From Equation 4.9, the first N equations of the F(x)

vector are of the form

N 1 h" O.qj '
= E a,lijxj- + "\JT, (4.17/

j=l j 1'=
vv I

and the final K equations are given by the constraint equations g. F(x for the K constraint

equations is evaluated from

[ li-bi if li > bj

Fj(x) / 0 if-bj < lj <_bj (,1.18)lj .-t-bj if lj < -bi

where tj corresponds to the kth constrained element of x. Finally, the first N rows of the Jacobian

matrix are evaluated directly from Equation 4.17, and the derivatives of the lt" constraint equations

are evaluated from the form given in Equations 4.10 and 4.11.

There are two potential problems to using the iteration scheme delincd by Equation 4.16. The

first of these is the need to evaluate the Jacobi_m matrix tbr each iteration. Careful examination

of the equations used, however, shows that the Jacobian is constant for this case, so it only has

to be evaluated once. The other problem is that the Jacobian has to be inverted at each iteration.

In practice, Equation 4.16 is ev',.duated in two steps: first

J(x).y= -F(x) (.1.19)

is computed, followed by

x ''+l = x '_+ y (4.20)

" where y is the update vector corresponding to --J(x)-_F(x).

The stopping criterion for this algorithm is simply that the solution has been tound when ali

" ot' the constraints are inactive. %,is condition indicates that a feasible point has been found.

To summarize, the algorithm for finding the feasible point works in the following manner.

First, the unconstrained solution is tbund. Then, the Jacobian matrix is computed. The Jacobian
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matrix is then used to iteratively solve F(x) = 0, with the iteration process terminating when ali

of the constraints are satisfied.

With an algorithm capable of finding a feasible point of the system given in Equation 4.6,

the next step is to test it. But first, it is necessary to go over the derivation just presented and

clarify a few points.

4.5 Avoiding Singularities

The iteration scheme for Newton's method is based on

:c,_+l = xn f(x) (4.21)
f'( x )

This scheme's major downfall occurs when f'(x) = O, resulting in a singularity. A similar

problem occurs with the algorithm given in the previous section. Recall that the constraint

equations were expressed as

g,_ = l,_ -- b,,_ (.a.22)

where 1 is the constrained subset of the coil currents. Rigorously, the constraint equations are
,,

ln-b,_ if lh > b,,,

g,, = 0 if .-bn < /.,_< b,_ (,1.23)

l.,,+b,_ if lT,< -b,,

The derivative of this expression is

,5,,..j ii' l,., > b,,

O.q,__ "

Oi---]- () ii'-b,. < l,, < b,, (.1.'2.1)
_,,,j ii' 1,,.< -b,_

where (_,,.j is given by Equation 4.11. II"the constraint is inactive, the derivative is zero, resulling

in a singular Jacobian.

The standard approach to this would be to eliminate lhc inactive constraint from the system 181.

This results in a computationally intensive algorithm which shrinks and expands the system of

equations as constraints become inactive or active. This method can als() converge to a set of two

points, one where a constraint is inactive and another where the conslraint is active. The iteration

schciae would then move from one poin t to another, never converging. Since the goal ot' this

process is to find a feasible point rather than an optimum, these issues cart be avoided entirely.
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The algorithm presented in the previous section should suffice, provided that the singularities can

be eliminated or avoided.

The problem of a singular Jacobian can be avoided by using Equation 4.10. Treating the

derivative in this manner has no effect on the calculation of the coil currents, as will now be

demonstrated.

• Consider an inactive constraint equation from the linear system in Equation 4.19. This

equation has the form
Ogj _ ..
o = (,)

Since the constraint is inactive, l_(i) = 0. Using Equation 4.24 to cvaluatc the derivative would

result in the indeterminate solution
0

I.,]7 _ --- __

0

If Equation 4.10 is used, the solution would be

0
!1,_= - =0

l

The expected solution is 9,_ = 0: the current should not be changed it' the constraint is inactive.

Finally, using equation 4,10 to evaluate the derivative of g in Equation 4.17 affects only the

calculation of the Lagrange multipliers, not the coil currents. Thus, by using Equation 4.10 the

correct results are obtained and the problem ot'a singular Jacobian is avoided.

4.6 Verification, Validation, and Testing

Since the algorithm described in Section 4.5 is invoked only if current constraints are specitied,

verilication of the program only requires ensuring that the results obtained for the cases presented

in Section 3.3 and in Appendix A are identical, As expected, the results did match, indicating

that the linear constraint algorithm [1as no global side effects in the cPFC program.

Validation and testing the linear constraint algorithm is straightforward, lt is only necessary

to run a set of cases which have varying numbers of constraints and ensure that the results satisfy

those constraints. This will be done R)r the equilibrium and coil set depicted in Figure 4-1. The

parameters characterizing this equilibrium are listed in Table 4.1.

• The coil set shown in Figure 4-1 represents the Alcator C-Mod tokamak at MIT. lt is composed

of 335 wires making up 13 unique coils. Of these, 3 coils carry lixed currents: the OHI coil

carries a total current of 1..196_1MA, the EFC upper coil carries :l.()()()0kA, and the lower EFC
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I;igure 4-1' The AIc_ttor C,-Mod equilibrium _nd coil set used to v&lida,te _nd test tile

linearly constra,ined <:0ii current Mgorit, hm.

Table 4. t: Equilibriunl {l;tt_ for the Alca,tor C-,Mod test, ca,,;e.

Par(t,tetcr i"_tllte
....

R_j (m) 0.665

a (m) 0.225

b 0,310

K, 1.6_0

Bo (T) ,_.,500

Ii_,(MA) 2.500

,__/, 0.500

/Jt (%) O,OtT .
..........
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I:igure 4-2: C,onlp_rison of the tt._ngenti_d Components of the equilibrium poloida, l field (solid

line) _md th;tt prodttced by the combination of tile plasnlt_ a.nd coil set (dot;t;ed lint',) for t,he

AlcaA;or C,-Mod test case with Ilo constraints.

coil carries -3.0000 kA. The sign on the currents is relative to the direction of the plasma current,

so a negative current is flowing opposite the plasma current. As a reference, locations of the

wires making up the various coils are listed in Appendix B. In addition, the initial operating

mode has the EF3 and EF4 coils grouped. The results obtained for the unconstrained case are

shown in Figure 4-2. The tield error tbr this case is I.,I_0S%,

The lirst test to be made is to determine if the alg_rithm of Section 4.5 actually works,

Examining the coil currents produced by the unconstrained case (listed with the results of ali of

the tests in Table 4.2) shows that the current in each wire of the upper EFI coil is ,51.27 kA.

Limiting this current to :50.00 kA should provide a good test of the system. The results of this

test are shown in Figure 4-3. Comparing this ligure to Figure 4-2 shows a slight difference in the

region of # = rr/2. Since the constraint was set to a value very nearly equal to that prostrated by

the unconstrained case, only slight differences are expected between the two cases, This is further

bom out by the tield error, which for this case is 1.,131%, just a little larger than the l..10N %

error produced by the unconstrained case. Finally, examining the results listed in qable 4.2 shows

that the constraint has been satislied.
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Figure ,4-3: ('ompa, rison of the e¢luilibrium poloida,l'fiel_l a,nd t,l_at,prod_l¢:¢:,¢l bv l:h{_ coz_-

t)in_t, ioll of the pl_isma, attd coil set, when the upper El;'( coil curr¢,nl, is collstrail_o¢l Io a

lllaXillllllll Ctll'l'¢_llt,Of 50.00 kA.
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Figure 4-,4: Comp_rison of the equilibrium poloidM fiel(l ]Lnd th_zl;produ(:ed by l,he colnbi-

n_.d,ion of the plasm_.__!l(l coil set when both the upper E|"C',coil current, _tl(l t,he tPI,'4coil

currents a,re constra, ined to a. inaxinlum current oi' ,50.00 kA.°

The next test is to ensure that multiple violated constraints are satistied. This is accomplished

by setting the maximum current in the EF4 coils to 50.00 kA and retaining the constraint on

the EEl upper coil. This constraint is also violated by the currents tbund in the unconstrained

case. The effects of this constraint are much larger, as can be seen by examining Figure 4-4.

The difference between the equilibrium poloidal field and the field produced by the coils is now

. markedly different in the region around # = 0 = 27r. The field error for this case is 1.S22 %.

The next case retains the two constraints just tested, and adds one which is satisfied in the

unconstrained case but is violated by the feasible point found in the previous test. For this, the

current flowing in the wires of the EF3 coils is limited to a maximum value of s.35 kA. The

current in these wires from the unconstrained case is ,1..15 kA. The tangential poloidal lield tbr

this test is illustrated in Figure 4-5, The field error for this test is 2.977 %.

These results are substantially worse than those of the previous test, If the goal of the

constraint solving algorithm was to lind an optimal or near optimal point of this system, these

results would be unacceptable. Since, however, the goal ot' the algorithm was to determine a

feasible point, these results satisfy that requirement. The reason for this discrepancy will be
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Figure 4-6: Contpa, rison of the equilil}rittm poloidal field a,tl{l l,h_t; pro{luce{l by l,lte COlll-

bina,tion of the plas'nt_ua,nd coil set when t)ol;ll the Ul}pm' F,t"(', coil current a,lld t,t_eEF, I
{:oil Ctll'l'elli,s &l'{?{'onstPa,ined 1,o _ Rla,Xiltl/lIll {'tll'l'{-_Xlt,o[' :'}0.0(}kA, frc {:lll'l'O,lll, ill [;11{'IP,I"3

coil is se,t_to a. nl_xl_tlum {}t',_.35 kA, a,nd l,he cu|'renl, in t,h{, IIl}l}er {:oil of EI"2 is linlil:{'{Ito

[{){}.00kA.

discussed at the end of the present chapter,

The tinal test to run is _mextension of the previous case, namely a test where the unconstrained

result violate two constraints and satisfy two constraints. Based on the results of the previous

case, the results of this test should be worse. Here, in addition to the three constraints imposed

previously, the current in the wires of the EF2 upper coil is limited to a maximum value of

1{}0.00kA. This :case yields a field error of 3.7 IS %, and the resulling tield is compared with the

equilibrium field in Figure 4-6.

The coil currents tbr these 5 test cases are summarized in Table 4.2.

4.7 Discussion

As demonstrated in the previous section, the algorithnl presented in Section 4.5 tinds a feasible

point for the system. However, for inactive constrainls, the solution has a larger field error than
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T_blo 4.2: Sumnltu'y o the t;est resull;s lhr t;he linea,r coustra,int, a,lgorithtu

....... , ' ,,,

Number of constraints:

0 , .......31
Coil, Current (kA)

...... , , ......

OH2U 30.885 31'.260 3 I. 155 3 1,7,_5 31,871

. . . _ (OFI2L 30. l,_46 30,273 30 ,vlo 2,:).685 30.,i55

EFI U 5t .274 50,000 50.000 50.000 50.()0()

EF1L 5,1.836 54.505 53.271 58,1,10 5s.77,1

EF2U 6.61,_ 7,685 1(),097 3,0.12 (i.($1s

EF2L -0.5,_9 0, [01 31005 -5.975 - 6.6,5,1

EF3U -_l.,lS0 -4,921 - ,_.3,52 -.1 ,,150 -. J.,150

EF3L ....4.450 -4,921 -,_.352 -.1.-150 --,1.,150

EF4U -5,1.720 -;54.,121 -50.000 -5().000 -,50.()00

EF4L -5,1.720 -5,1.,:121 -50.()00 -50.00() -.,50.()0()

Fielcl Error (%)
......

1,,l()l_ 1.,:131 1,,_22 2.977 ii,7.l,_
,,
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necessary. Specilically, the last three columns ot' Table 4.2 shouht be identical.

These undesirable results are directly related to the algorithm. Recall that the update vector

y is found from

J(x).y- P(x)

li' the ith constraint is inactive, then t';,_(,) = 0, where F,,_ is the equation corresponding to the

• lth constraint equation, This sets 9,,_ = 0, whi.ch does not allow the current to vary. since the

current does not vary, the constraint is inactive ['or the next iteration. The net effect of this is
,

that a constraint which iS inactive from the global minimization process locks the value o1"the

corresponding current to the value of that current at the global minimum',

With a small number of coils (1;_ ['or the case of Alcator C.M0d), a simple method for using

the program would be to:

• Run cPFC for the unconstrained case, and determine which constraint is most violated

• Set the corresponding current to its maximum value and run cPFC again, looking for the

next most violated constraint

• Set the current for this constraint to its maximum value; mn cPFC with these two constraints

and repeat the procedure until no merc constraints are violated.

This method avoids the problem of an inactive constraint locking the corresponding current to its

initial value, thereby making it possible to lind the "best" or near "best" set of currents to support

a given equilibrium, Applying this technique to the tests perfommd in the previous section, the

user would have stopped after the case with two active constraints. Recall that this case had a

field error (1 .s22 %) very close to the lield error of the unconstrained case (l..[(),_ %1). lt should

be noted that ii"too many of the constraints are violated by a large margin, even the optimum set

of coil currents will not represent a good solution, since the lield error will be much larger than

de;;ired.

Finally, some mention should be made of the execution times required to obtain these results,

The unconstrained case required 0,(i0s.l CPU seconds on a Cray-2 to estimate the currents, and

needed a total of 11.07 CPU seconds to run, For the case oi'two active and two inactive constraints

(the linal case in the previous section), estimating the currents use (),_is,q,lCPU seconds and a

, total of 1(),!)!1CPU seconds to run. These results indicate that lhc inaplementation of the linear

constraint algorithm does not appreciably increase the total amount of CPU time required to run

the program.



Chapter 5

Forces on PF Coils

The next set of constraints to be imposed on the coil currents arise ['rom the forces acting on the

coils. In this chapter, the equations used to calculate those forces are derived, This force model

will be used in the next chapter to compute the coil currents such that the coil l'orce limits are

not exceeded,

The coil-coil interaction threes are derived over the next lbur sections, These t'orces are

computed from the potential energy of a set of coils. The potential energy, in turn, is computed

from the vector potential, which is the subject of the next section.

5.1 The Vector Potential

Maxwell's equation for the divergence of a magnetic tield B states

V.B=0

throughout ali space, By making use of the property that

V, (V x A)= 0

for any vector A, the magnetic lield may lye expressed in terms ol'A through lhc relation

• B=VxA

With the magnetic lield delined in lhis manner, A is referred to as the _:¢c/r_riJol__lli_llof B,

7:3
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5.1.1 Vector Potet.atial of a Distributed Current

From the Biot-Savart law, the vector potential describing a distributed current (carrying a CtUTent

density J) is given by

lt° fv J(r_)A(r) : , lr - (lr
where V _is the volume containing the current, J. Although this expression appears quite straight-

forward, substantial manipulation of it is required to obtain a form appmi,riate to cylindrical

systems, Now, consider the case ol'a coil with a rectangular cross-section (of width w, height h,

major radius 17, and elevation Z) carrying a uniform current density ,I. In this case, J := ,le,,

and the vector potential is giv.en by:

j to.] fZ+(h/2)_2_ f,_+(,,/2) co.s((ht-.. (/))'r' d'," (l&' dz'A(r) = e,/,--_-- JZ-(h/'e,) -_. Jl_-f,u/'2) [r '2+ 'r_'_- 2'rv'eo,_(&_- (/)) -t- (z - .:,)'2]1/_ (5.1)

where the direction of e,t, is the e,t, of the observation point.

With some work, it is possible to pertbrm the integr'al in (h'. Making the translbrmation

_'_= ¢'- ehgives

A,,, =-,t(,,J fz+(h/'2) f_,_-,_, /.t_+(,_,/'2) co,_(,_)'," (lrt (l,_ dz'
.1_ Jz-(h/.2) J-,/, Ju-(,,,/.2) [.,,.2jr r,2 _ 2,.,r'(o,,(,,_)+ (z - ._')'_]'/..'

This integrand is cyclic in _$with a period of 27T',SOthe limits on the /_ integral can be, rewritten

as (0, 27r), thereby removing all (;)dependence from the vector potential, lt is now possible to

evaluate the _] integral, resulting in [4]

J.toJ /' I " I,I . t . tA(r) = e_t,-7__ t (,(r,z; :: )dr'd ' (5.2

where

2 A.

= -
_l'e = (r+ r')" + (z- z') _ (5..1

k _ = ,Ir'//.,i:: (;'i.5)

where h'(k) and L'(k ) are the complete elliptic integrals of the lirst and sectmd kind, wspectively.

5.1.2 Filamentary Currents

A current J flowing in a very thin loop can bc considcrcd tilamcntary, so that

J(r):- [b(r I -. R)b(z t -Z)e,
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where I is the total current tlowing in the loop and _ is the Dirac delta function. Using this

relation to derive an expression analogous to equation 5.2 results in

A(r) = e,:, 1_(,'(v. "" 1:,,Z I (5.Ii)

5.2 Magnetic Energy of a System of Currents

In this section, tile energy o1' interaction between the coils producing a magnetic field and the

currents tlowing through those coils will be determined, As in the previous section, a general

expression will be developed for distributed currents and a simpliiication for [ilamentary currents

will t'ollow,

5.2.1 Two Distributed Currents

Consider file set of coils shown in Figure 5-1. One coil has height hi, ractial width .,,. major

radius 1_,, and elevation given by Z,. The ctiaracteristics of the other coil are denoted with a

subscript .j, The energy associated with the interaction ot: Ji with tile magnetic field produced
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by Jj is found from [2.5]

Uj_i -- _, iJi(r)'Aj(r)dr (5.7)

where Ai(r) is the vector potential associated with Jj and V is the volume encompassing Ji.

5.2.2 A Single Distributed Current

In addition to interacting with the field produced by all other coils in a system, a current 'also

interacts with its own magnetic field. For this case,

Ui-,i = 7_ Ji(r)' Ai(r)dv (5.S)

5.2.3 Two Filam,_ntary Currents

For the case of two tilamentary currenks, the substitution

Ji(r) = ecl i5(r - Ri)5 z -- Zi

is made in equation 5.7 and equation 5.6 is used for Ai(r). The resultant expression lhr the

energy is

(: It°lilj Ri Rj(;( 17_,,Z," 1_ Zj) (5,9)
'J'-*i -- "[ " " "

5.2.4 A Single Filamentary Current

Equation 5.9 describes the energy of a set of two tilamentary currents. For the case oi" one

filamentary current, this equation becomes intinite, a clearly unacceptable situation. A tilamentary

current results in k = 1 in Equation 5.5, and leads to a singularity in the elliptic integrals in

Equation 5.3, making it impossible to lind an analytic form for the vector potc,,_:al of a single

filament. A suitable approximation can, however, be found by assuming that the coil has a

circular cross section and then taking the limit as k approaches 1. In this limit, the vector

potential becomes [4]

"t" = lq_l'l_' [1''('_l_' )-'2]"27r --.

where a is the equivalent radius of the coil, given by

') / 77"(I " _ tl i I/r'_
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The magnetic energy for this coil is given by

ttol.Ri)2 ln(_)- 2 (5.10)Ui-i = -7_
q

lt will be shown in a later section that appro×imating a rectangular coil as circular does not

" adversely affect the results.
,

b

5.3 Force Computations

Given expressions for the interaction energies of one and two coil systems, it is relatively simple

to compute the force on a given coil. This is done by observing how the total energy of the

system chmages as the coils undergo an infinitesimal displacement from their starting positions.

The net force acting on the system can then be written as

F = -_'___l r
i,j

For a two coil system, the total energy is given by
i

lT t = Ui_,.i qt_Ui_j + Iii_ + lfj_.t

-- , [r-- Ui--.,i 4- 2 'i-.-,,.) + [7.i--i

where use has been made of the relation [,ri_ j -" [.fj--i as demonstrated in Appendix C.

To compute the force on coil i, the _7 operator is replaced with V,, which is defined as

0 i)

Vi = eIL_ + ez_

This operator perturbs the coil about its equilibrium position, giving Fi.

As one coil of the two coil system is perturbed, the tlux passing through both coils will, in

general, change. Conservation of flux, however, requires that the flux passing through each coil

remain constant. The next step ot' the derivation is to find a flux-conserving h)nn for the tbrce

expression.

The inductance M of a coil can be expressed in temas of the energy,

2U
),1ii =

I,.li

• With this equation, it is possible to express the llux through coil i due to coil j as

_0_,.__, - 3,1,i Ij
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and the total flux through each coil as

_i - :Miili + Mij.lj

where use has been made of the symmetry relation Mij = Mji derived in Appendix C. The

constant flux requirement then gives

_Ti(_i -- Mii_7ili + [i_7iMii + Mij_'i(i + [i_7_Mij -0

_'t_j "- Mi.i_Tili + [iX_Til_¢lij + MiijKTilli -0

where the .44di term is completely independent of/?.i and Zi. The total energy can be expressed

in terms of the lluxes as
1

u,,= 7(4i1,.+ ,t,jlj)
Taking the local gradient (_i)of this expression and invoking the flux conservation requirement

results in
|

_7iUt -7_Ii2_'i3,':[ii- I,'[j_;i3,'lii

The force on coil i is, in turn, given by

1

Pi = -(_,Ut),/, = -_[12_Ti,'Uii+ lil l_iMi #

where the subscript cb indicates that the energy gradient has _en computed with respect to the

constant flux requirement. This expression can now be generalized to an N coil system, giving

r,= i;2v, + t, .,.t,v, t,¢,/j= l,,i#t

Note that in the previous expression, all of the energy terms are independent of the currents l, and

I.i. Given this expression for the forces, it is only a matter oi' peribrming some straightibrward

algebra j to obtain the net force acting on a given coil.

5.3.1 Force Between Two Distributed Currents

The force on a current Ji due to a current Jj is computed from

Ii) /_Fj_ i = eR._, .Ji(r)'Aj(r) dr

J i) /'+ ez__, Jt(r) ' Ai(r) (lr

,_.e ,'kl)pemlixl) for th_' full set (_t'_l.riwxtion._
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Since the derivatives do not involve variables of' integration, it is possible to evaluate this ex-

pression directly. The result found in equation D.4 is

• h

Jz,-_ Jz,-_ (t_i+ -:Z;"<,t ._ + _; , ._)(/ ,/z' +_:

- er---7-- JT_,-&.2Jz_-_ .1___ (t_- :7)',"G(1¢._- T,z;,",_. )d,"dz'dz

+ _z_,,,,.;,,1j"j_],+_f_,+_ [,_,+_ I,, ,,,' _ _. . _. fr'E;(r, Zi+ ' _ )dr'dz'dr4 , - _ ,Jzj - _.• Jt:b- _ "_' '

- ez ,---_,n_,-%Jz.,-% J<-_ ,,,,,'(:;(,,.z_-:2; '_ ),z.,,'J/,z,,

5.3.2 Self Force of a Distributed Current

Computation of a distributed current'!_ sell" force is comparatively simple. Due to symmetry, the

ez component is zero. Taking the gradient of equation 5.8 results in equation D.5

iLo:li_
• t! It,

F___= -/'_'+ "/_''+_ '"' "" ,.' ' ,.' -'i.r¢,+.5_

2 _., ,,,, .] _,,,,(t_,+ :2 '''(;(1_'+7":; '": ),l 4..,l.:....._. ./z,_.a _,
tto,]/ Z, % .Z, + "2 II;i

- 2 _'('( t_, - , z' ")dr' d.:' d::2 ,_z,-_ .Jz,-_ .J/_,-= (R'- ' ' 2 ' _'''''2

5.3.3 Force Between Two Filamentary Currents

The magnetic energy of tw() tilamentary currents is given by equation 5.9. The corresponding

expression for the force is given by equation D.I'

2 ..t l_.i+ l_---_aq 1 - 1,2 _ l_i + l_ eR

{ ( )}+ Itr) li l,i Z, - _,_ l,''2
2 7i ' h'(h:)- 1:,'(I,:) 1 + 2(1 - k 2) ez

5.3.4 Self Force of a Filamentary Current

As in the case of a distributed current, the e z component of the force is zero due to symmetry.

The gradient of the energy can then be directly computed, resulting in equation D.2

Fi-i = _1( I_1 - [ e R',. a
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5.4 Modelling the Coil-Coil Forces

The three previous sections developed two possible sets of equations ibr Use in computing the

coil-coil interaction forces, This section is concerned with tinding the best combination of these

expressions to use in the Iinal form of the force model The selection process will concentrate on

the computational speed with which the forces can be computed and the overall accuracy of those

forces, The first step in this process is to compare the results of the distributed and tilamentary

force equations,

Reconsider the lwo coil system shown in Figure 5-1. The tirst comparison consists of giving

both coils the same major radius (t_u -- 0,500 m) and the same height and width (h = 0,050 m,

_._-- 0.050 m), Coil one is positioned at Zt -- 0.(}00 and coil two is moved from Z_ ---- 1.000 m

to Z2 = 1_.000m. In the region where coil two would intersect coil one (-0,050 m_ Z.?.

0.050 m), the only point computed is Z.2 = ZI = 0, which COiTesponds to the self-force of coil

one.

Detining the force coefficient, f.,t, as

f21 = F.a--.t/Yolt I._ (r_.l 1)

makes it possible to directly compare the results of the lilanacntary and distributed tk)rce models.

The radial components of the torce coefficient are compared in Figure 5-2, and the axial compo-

nents of the three coefficient'are cornpared in Figure 5-3. These two tigures show that, lhr this

case, the lilamentary and distributed models are quite comparable.

An estimate of how well the distributed and tilamcntary current models agree can be obtained

t'rom the relative difference between them. This difference is detined as

d,,-- f/ -'f'
fs

where f/ is the force coefticient of the tilamentary model and f,/ is the cocflicient found with

the distributed current model. The relative differcnccs of the radial and axial components of ttac

force coefficients are presented in Figures 5-4 and 5-5, rcspectivcly.

Figure 5-4 shows a sharp minimum at Z,z = (I, illustrating the difference between the lila-

mentary and distributed current self-forces. That the relative difi'erencc for this casc is negative

simply means that the self-force computed with the distributed current model is larger than lhc

self-force from the lilamentary model. The relative dit'l'erence for the remainder of the ,;','.,_values
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coil wil;h a, va,ryirlg r_,dius. 'Phe solid line is tile force coeflicient found from the [ila,inetll,a,ry

model. The _lot;l,e_l line represents the force coefficient: coiill)Ul,_.,d t'l'Onl 1;h_,_listriblll,ed

current model.

is very nearly zero, indicating that, except tbr the self-force, there is practically no difference

between the force coefticients tbund with the two models.

Examining Figure 5-5 shows similar behavior. Since the axial component of the self-force

has been set to zero by symmetry, the relative difference at Z., = 0 is zero. The rem_linder of the

figure shows a very small relative difference except when the coils are very close together. In

the region very near coil one, the magnetic field is decreasing very rapidly (recall that a dipole

field falls off as 1/1( 2 near the dipole). The filamentary current model is sampling this field at

one specific point while the distributed current is sampling the field over its entire cross-section,

leading to a smaller force coefficient for the distributed current model.

The next comparison to be made tixes Z,e at a position of {),()_0m while the major radius

varies in the range 0.2,51?._< 1_., <_ 1.7_)I_',1.The radial component of the force coefticient for

this case is shown in Figure 5-6 and the axial component is shown in Figure 5-7. These two

figures show that both the qualitative and quantitative behavior of"the filamentary and distributed

current force models agree quite well for this case.

The radial component of the relative difference for this case is shown in Figure 5-8. This

. figure shows two spikes near the position 17,2= t_l, These spikes are again due to the overestin_ate
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of the force obtained from the filamentary model, The small value of the ditTerencc at I_,_= l:l

is due to the negligible axial component oi' the magnetic field which occurs when coil two is

positioned directly above coil one.

The axial component of the relative difference 'is shown in Figure 5-9. This tigurc again

shows a large positive spike at 1:_ = R l, indicating that tile a×ial component of the force is

being overestimated by the filamentary model. The smaller negative spikes on either side of

17,.2= RI show thal the lilamentary model underestimates the force in that region, again due to

the fact that the filament is sampling only one point of the field while the distributed current is

sampling the field over its cross-section:

The worst case results obtained from these two tests occur when the coils are very close

together. In general, this situation occurs when there are a number of coils (wires) grouped

together into a larger coil in which each of the wires carries the same current. The force

interactions between the wires making up a single coil can, however, be ignored, since these

forces are intemal to the coil. Computation of the coil's self-three is perlbrmed by simply

summing the self-forces of the wires making up the coil.

Since the two models produce nearly the same results, either of them would be suitable for

estimating the coil-coil interaction threes. The next step is to estimate the amount of computation

necessary to calculate the forces. The integrations required by the distributed current model were

performed using the eight point Gaussian quadrature scheme presented in Appendix E. Thus,
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'

each integral required calculating tile tntegrand 512 times, To calculate the force between two

coils required evaluating the integrand 20,-IS times, and determining the self-force requires an
,,

additional 102,1 evaluations. Calculation of force between two coils using the tilamentary model

is done in only 2 functional evaluations, and the self-.force is tbund from I additional evaluation,

For an N wire system, the total number of coil-coil threes that must be calculated is given

by (N _ N )/2. For the Alcator C-Mod coil set presented in the previous chapter, this nurnl_r

is 55, !),t5. Using the distributed current model to compute ali of these threes would be computa-

tionaUy prohibitive (over 100 CPU minutes on a Cray 2), For this reason, the filamentary model

is used to compute ali of the wire-wire interaction forces. Since 0nly N selfforces have to be

compuied, the user of the cPFC program, is 'given the option to use either model, although the

distributed current model is more accurate for this case.

5.5 Plasma--Coil Interaction Forces

In the previous sections, the tbrces due to coil--coil interactions were derived and calculated.

This section is concerned with the calculation of the tbrces acting on the coils due to the plasma

itself. The calculation itself uses. a variation of the Green's function methodology presented in

Chapter 2. '

The three on a given coil due to the plasma can bc found from

Fp-i= /_i Ji x Bpdr (5,12)' *1

where Ji is the current tlowing in the ith conductor, B I) is the plasma magnetic field in the

vacuum region, and I,; is the volume of the ith conductor. Since the coils are considered to

be far from the plasma (relative to the coil dimensions), Ji can be represented as a filamentary

current:

Ji = l,b(r- I:,)b(z- Z,)e¢ (5,13)

where li is the magnitude of the current llowing in coil i. By substituting equation 5.13 into

equation 5.12 and invoking the toroidal symmetry assumption, Fp_i becomes'

Fp_ i = 2al, (%., × BI,(Ig,,Z,)),. (.5.1.1)

As discussed in Chapter 2, the vacuum magnetic lield due to the plasma can be represented

;IS

B l) = To + B i
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where ¢ is the scalar magnetic potential of tile plasma and B l is II'tc lleld due to a single filament

assumed to carry ali of the plasma current and located at the plasma magnetic axis, Substituting

this into equation 5,14 results in

Fp_ 1 = 27rli(e,l, XV_h+e,/, x B l) (5.1.5)

The last expression on the right h_md side of equation 5.15 is simply lhcforce between two

tilamentary coils. It is possible to replace that component o1'equation 5.15 with the equivalent

expression formulated using the potential energy techniques described earlier in this chapter.

Denoting this component as Fpf_., 1, equation 5.15 becomes

Fp_.. i .= 27r1i (e_l,XVd)) + Fpf_ t (,5.1.6)

where

FPf--'i = 2 ,4 R,i + R,, + 1- k '_ RiC R,,,

+ ttolil,_Zi-Z,,, { ( k'_ '.}e z (5.17):2 St I<(h,)- l,:(Jc) t + 2(1- I,,_i/

In equation 5.17, R.,,_and Z,, represent the coordinates of the magnetic axis oi" the plasma.

5.',1 The Scalar Potential

With equations 5.16 and 5.17, it is only necessary to compute V_/)to detenninc the l'orce due to

the plasma. In Chapter 2, ¢ was found on the plasma surface using Green's theorem. Green's

thcorem can also be used to compute ¢ in the space summnding the plasma. Recall from

Chaptcr 2

_ [ '.V',/,(r' ] =
' .V'G'(r, r')) - ()(r, r')(e n .cre(r) + ¢(r_)(en ) d,5" 0 ('5 18)

P

where r refers to the observation point, r _refers to the plasma surface, and the value of ct depends

on the location of the observation point. For this case, lhc observation point is outside of the

plasma surface, so cr = t.

In Chapter 2, use was made of the toroidal symmetry assumption to simplify equation 5.18.

As bcl'orc, the primed variables denote the plasma surface, which is paramcterizcd in tcmls of

tL. Thus, equation 5.18 can be simpliticd to

_'2_[ i)G'(,',.:,/,') i)°(tt')] l_'dt,,'=O (5.19)O(r.z) + (/)(II') - (,'(r," tl,') i).'
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where (;' is the reduced Green's function given by

k lt"(J,:)

(:;'= 27r_ (,5,20)

and /,_is again defined as
:-IRR'

/42 = (,5,2l)
( Ii',,+ li_")_ + (Z - Z') '_

The majority of Chapter 2 was concerned with finding 4)(tl,') and t_/Od)(l{)/i)'J{. With this

intbrmation, it is a simple matter to evaluate equation 5.19 to lind the sc',flar potential of the

plasma at any point in space, lt is also fairly easy to compute the gradient of equation 5,19,

which is the goal of the next section,

5.5.2 Gradient of the Scalar Potential

It is a reasonably straighttbrward process to compute lhc gradient of equation 5.19, Noting that.

the gradient involves only the spatial variables r and ..:and not the surface variables R,_,(/_')and

Zp(ll _) results in

do( li _)
_'d)(r,-) -- (V(;(r,z,/II)) On' _(tt') .Vi)("(r'":'It/)_)_l_ l?' d/t_ (.").22)

The problem of computing V(/) has now bcen reduced to finding expressions ibr the gradients of

(; and i)C;/On', which is the subject of the next tw() subsections.

The Gradient of G

Computing the gradient of the reduced Green's function is fairly simple, Starting with the el1,

component gives

i)(; J,,l,'(l,:)i)l/l'_ Ii) Olc

o:--7_= - ,e,_o t--/_,),,/_ _-\/-/_,7o/,,(/'':'(l,,))-_
k'K(Ic) 1 1;2(1,')i)/,:

•l_1__ _ v_ f¢,,I - _,_:_1_

_, 3,-'),where use has been made of the identities in equation '_ "

Using the delinition of/,: gives

./--7- ?)_ I-'
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where

_f2 = I?,,I, + I?)" + ( Z_, - Z) '2

11ao net result of this derivation is

• , Determining file e Z component isa little easier, since the only dependence on Z is in k',

Noting that
Oh I,_(Z I, - Z)
))z - ,,1_ (;5.25/

results in

0(.;' k [ L'(k)'k '2 )]

The Gradient of'0(,'/0v.' ' '

The normal derivative of the reduced Green's lhnction is given by

' _/l?l'(It')_¢,o6'(te,Z,IL) t
-- 2--_V_ [Akl;:(k)-t-l'k(h(tc)--l':'(k))] , (5,27)O'id

where

:\ = Zvj.,(R,p(p, ) R.)- l_p,(Zl,(tt)- Z (5.2S)
(,R,v(lt ) - l_)2 + ( Z/)(t t - Z )"2

F = 2:/,_, (5,2!.))
'2I_,:,(t/,)

In the above relations,
a

i) Z_,(t t
Z_,. = 5.30)

Off

'/t_.,. -- Ol_t"(tl) 5,31)
i)tt

Detem_ining the gradient of the nom_al derivative of the reduced Green's function is more

dit'licult due to the complexity of equation 5.27, Propagating lhc Oil)l? operator lhrough equa-

tion 5.27 results in

0 i?_ = _
o/--7 o,,,,,' 4_-/_V7 ( )+ ( )- )

-:_,_.,..'(,,,,){/_.,.\,,.+ ,,.,((,, ,')('2- '"("'),.'--(,.,-])+ T--"/--_)}] s.:,:_

..... Ill
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where the derivative of A with respect to R is given by

AR= &''' [(R,,,- R)"-(Z,,- Z)2]- 21_,,,,(Z,,--Z)(&- I_)
[(I¢._,- li_)_ +(Z_,- Z)_] 2

and/,:R is given by equation 5.23.

The ez component is found similarly, resulting m

t__OG "_ E(/c) h'(k) I" .
_2 = 2rr m kAz + kz (A-I')(2 E(k) +-_-l-k"-' (.5.a3

where

Az = Rra' [(R_.,- R) 2 - (Z_,- Z) v']+ 2Z m, Z_,'- Z)(R_ - R.)
[( Rf.,- R )2 -1-( Z I, - Z ).,.]2

and kz is given by equation 5.25.

5.6 Plasma Force Equations

The various equation's for the plasma-coil [brce components can now be combined to determine

:the t,'_,..:_,lforce due to the plasma. The radial component of the plasma force on a coil is tbund

from

= 2tel,. i)o + Itolilp R; + R,,,
('_'F,'-i ] R _ 2 .-1

z_,. 1+ (.',.:_._
× h(k) Ii',. + /_,,,.J I - I,:e 2 h', + h',,,

while lhe axial component is given by

= -27ri, #c)
(Fp-i) z "i)l--?

2 74 A'(,',,) - E(t,.) I + 2( 1 - 1,._i (.5.:1:,

The derivatives of(z) used in the preceeding equations correspond to the appropriate component

of Equation 5.22.

Combining the plasma-coil force expr ;sions with those obtained for the coil-coil forces

makes ii possible to compute the total torce acting on a coil. Tiffs, in turn, makes it possible

to invoke force constrainfs on the coil currents in the same way that limits to the coil currents

were inw)ked in Chapter 4. The dctails o1' implementing these c:)nstraints and the results arc the

subject of the next chapter.

=

=a



Chapter 6

, Nonlinear Constraints

In Chapter 5, the expressions needed to compute the forces on the poloidal tield coils were

developed. This chapter is concerned with the force constraints and presents the formulation

used to determine the coil currents in the presence of these constraints. The resulting system is

then tested. Since the methods used in this chapter to constrain the coil currents are identical to

those used in Chapter 4, a demonstration of the system for a coil set with both current and t'orcc

constraints is then given.

6.1 The Source of the Constraints

As discussed in the previous chapter, the coils experience a force given by J x B. The engi-

neering properties of the coil limit the amount of force it can carry.

Consider a single copper coil L.0 t:m wide in the radial direction, 1.0 cm in height, and with

a major radius of t.0 m. For the purposes of this discussion, this coil will be treated as a 1.() cm

slice of an infinitely long pressure vessel. This approximation is made to simplify the derivation

of the maximum forces in the radial direction. The maximum three the coil can carry in the

radially outward direction i,: dctcv_incd from

pl'

l

where /) is the internal pressure acting on the coil, ,' is the major radius of the coil, t is the

(radial) thickness o1' the coil, and ,5' is the tensile stress in the coil. To determine the n_aximum

pressure this coil can carry, the tensile stress is replac:cd by the yield strength of the coil material.

For annealed copper, the yield strength is 5000 psi. For the coil described above, the maximum

91
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internal pressure is 50 psi, corresponding to a maximum force of 10.83 kN acting on the coil in

the radially outward direction.

When a thin wailed cylinder is subjected to a radially inward force the cylinder can fail by

collapsing. The collapsing pressure is given by [1]

where ]2 is the Young's modulus of the coil material and K is a numerical coefficient, Assuming

that the coil is a section of an infinitely long cylinder 'allows It" to be approximated from

2
K-

1 - #_

where # is Poisson's ratio for the material. Poisson's ratio for copper is 0,355 and Young's

modulus is 15,6.106 psi, These values result in a collapsing pressure of 35.169 psi, so that the

maximum allowable force in the radially inward direction for this coil is 7.62 kN.

Because the radially inward and outward force limits may be different, the force constraints

in the radial direction are written in the form

FRi _ FR __ FRo

where FR, is thc vector of coil forces, FRj is the vector of radially inward t'orcc limits, and FRo

corresponds to the radially outward force limits. Each of these vectors has a length of J, where

J is the total number of coils in the system.

The forces in the axial, direction are assumed to be limited by the lbrce that the coil supports

can withstand. Denoting these axial force limits as Fzm, the allowable force in the axial direction

is specified by

-FErn < FZ _<Fzm

where F z is the vector of coil forces in the axial direction. Again, these vectors are all of length

J.

6.2 Formulation of the Constraint Equations

The force expressions derived in Chapter 5 can be cast into two sets of linear equations with the

fom_

FR = Ii' (PR'i+QR) (6,1)

Fz = Ii" (Pz ' i + Qz) (6,2)
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where F R and F Z are vectors of length J representing the radial and axial components of the

coil forces. PR and PZ represent the intercoil forces in the radial and axial directions, as given

by

Rr1 R1,2 ' ..... Rl,_ 0 Z1,2 ...... ZI,_

R,21 R,22 R,23 ''' 1_,2n, Z21 0 Z23 ''" Z'2n

, PR = ' R32 : PZ = " Z32 '
• , , . , ,

• , _ , ,

R,_I R,,2 ...... lt,z,, _r_l Zn2 ' • " ' '' • 0

where the Rij and Zij are given by

0 ((lj_i_

A_
/\

i)Zi \ lilj /

as found in Chapter 5. The QR and Qz vectors represent the radial and axial components of the

sum of the forces due to any fixed coil currents and the plasma. Finally, the matrix of grouped

currents I i is defined as

i l 0 ...... 0

0 i2 0 ... 0

Ii = ' 0
, ,

0 0 ...... i,,

Thus, the radi',fl force on the jth coil carrying the ,th grouped current is given by

FRj = i,_ PRs,_.ik, + QII._ (6.3)
,--..

where :V is the total number of grouped currents in the coil set.

Algebraically, the problem of minimizing the coil currents such that the three constraints arc

satisfied is expressed as

Mitlitnize iT.M • i -- 2nT.i + p

Subject 'u_ FRi < FR(i) <_ FR,_

-Fz, n < Fz(i)_< Fzm (ti..l)
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The nonlinear nature of the ibrce equations makes this a very difficult problem to solve. As in

Chapter 4, it is assumed that. a feasible point of Equation 6.4 is a satisfactot.'y solution.

The method used to tind a feasible point for the force constraint problem is identical to that

presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.5 for the linearly constrained problem. Equation 6.4 is first

replaced by the auxiliary function

27(i) =i T,M.i-2n T.i+p+a ,T q+/3 T.r (6.5) '

where a, and/3 are vectors of Lagrange multipliers and q and r are vectors corresponding to the

constraint equations:
, .

{ FR,,_ - FRi*_ if FR,_ < 0qn = FR,_ - FIl.o,_ if FR_ > 0
((_,(_)

r,_ = FZ,,_ - Fzm,_ (6.7)

Equation 6.5 can now be minimized. This is done by setting its dcrivative with rcspect to

thc grouped currents i to zero. Formally, this results in

_ ,2T i)r(i)O"/(i) = M. i n + °'T . 0q(i) -_-_, _ = 0 (6.,_)Oi 2 oi 2 oi

To simplify matters, consider the equation for the n,th currcnt group with only onc coil (coil j)

being constrained:

O_,(i) ,v
_, 0qj(i) /J O,'j(i) = 0 (6.9)

Oi,_ = _ Mj,.,,_ik- n,, + 2 Oi,, + ') Oi,_l,.-0 ""

Using the general form of the constraint equations given in Equation 6.3, the derivatives of q

and r with respect to i,, are given by

Oqj(i) Oii (_-_ )
= ---:- + QR; + i,/ (_i.I()i)i,, Oi,, P R.i'_"ih' PR..j.,,\k=l

Ol'j('l) ()_j (_pzl,k. il:-FQz,) 4 i,Pz.,,,, ((i. l liii,, = _ ,,a.=l

For the case of N grouped currents with h" torce constraints, Equation 6.8 has dimensions

..Vby ._\_'+2K. The remaining 2h" equations needed to complete the system are simply the force

constraint equations given by Equations 6.6 and 6.7. The resulting .\' + 2 lt by ,V -i-'2h system

can then be solved using the algorithm presented in Section 4.5.
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Computing the Jacobian of this system is a m,_ch more involved process, simply because

of the nonlinearity of the force expressions. Additionally, the iterative nature of the algorithm

requires that, after each iteration, .'the forces and the Jacobian be recomputed. The result is a

computationally intensive algt3'ttt_n_ for finding a feasible point of the system.
i

]
, , ,

" 6.3 Verification, Validation, and Testing

As with the linear constraint algorithm in Chapter 4, the h)rce constraint 'algorithm is invoked

only if the constraints are specified by the user. Verification of the program for this case requires

ensuring that the results obtained tbr the cases presented in Section 3.3, Appendix A, and Sec-

tion 4.6 are identical to the results obtained using the force constraint version of cPFC. These

results were reproduced, indicating that the force constraint algorithm has no adverse effects on

the results of the previous versions of the cPFC program.

Validation and testing the force constraint system requires running a number of cases with

varying numbers of constraints and examining the results. Additionally, one case will be run using

several values of the maximum force to illustrate the behavior of the system as the constraints

become more restrictive. These tests will be run on the equilibrium and coil set shown in Figure 6-

1. This coil set and equilibrium are identical to those used in Chapter 4. The wires making up

the various coils are listed in Appendix B, and the OH1, EFCU, and EFCL coils are carrying

fixed total currents of t.49_4 MA, 3.0000 kA, and --3.(]000 kA, respectively. The equilibrium

parameters are listed in Table 6.1, and the unconstrained field and the equilibrium poloidal field

are shown in Figure 6-2. The field error for the unconstrained case is [.,1083:1f_%. Finally, the

coil forces and currents are listed in Table 6.2.

The first test case involves constraining the forces on the EF2L coil. For this case, the

maximum force in the radially outward direction is ,_et to .11.00 kN, and the maximum force in the

axial direction is limited to 18.50 kN. Both of these constraints are violated by the tmconstrained
I

coil currents. The tangential component of the poloidal field produced by the co_l., and plasma is

compared with that of the plasma itself in Figure 6-3. The field error for this case is l.,10xiJ(39%,

and the coil forces and currents are listed in Table 6.3. The very small difference between the

field error for this case and the unconstrained case is due to tl_e very slight an_ount by which

the constraints arc violated. Because the difference between this lield e_'ror and the licld error

tbr the unconstrained case is so slight, there is no perceivable difference between the poloidal
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Figure 6-t' Alcator C-Mod coil set a.nd e(luilibrium used for testing the force const, r_rint

_lgorithl_t

T_d)le 6.[: Equilil)i'iunl d_t_ for tile Alcott.or C-Mod test case.

[ Parameter _

I Ro (m) 0.665 I

i a (m) 0.225 I

I, 6 0.310 I

s; 1.(iSO

I Bo (T) S.500

I I,, (MA) 2.500 I

l ""(%)
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l_igure 6-2; P6loidtd fields for the Unconstrained cam,,. The solid line is the equilibriunl field
.

of the plasm_. The dotted line represents the field due to the plasma a,ml the PF coils.

Table 6.2: Unconstrained coil forces _uld currents.

Coil Radial Axial Current

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)

OH1 I0.509 -0.014 }.1.600

OH2U '3.,-138 -0.774 30.885

OH2L 3.398 0.906 30,186

EFI U 0.,196 -2.413 51.27,1

EF1L 0.,13,1 ' _""'2.o_2 54,836

' EF2U -0.,15(J -0,161 6,618

r:. (EF2L 0.041 -0.0 19 -().,_8,)

EF3U ().ff12 0 lS5 -,[.450

EF3L 0.6°l(J - 0.2,12 -,1 .,-t5()

EFCU 0.150 0,082 7,500

EFCL -0,150 0,09,5 7,500

EF4U 2,715 0,669 -54,720

EF4L 2.668 -0.726 -5,l,720
.......
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Figure 6-3: Poloidal fields for l;he case of on+ force constraint. The solid line is l;he equilib-

rium field of the plasnla, and the dotted line shows tile field from the comt)ination of t,l,,

plasma, and the PF coils.

tt_ l(. 6.3: (.,oil forces an(l (:urre, nts [i)r the ca,se of one (',()ii with _ Vort:e (:onstra, inl,,

Coil Radial Axial Current

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)
,,

OH1 10,364 -.(I,O 15 1[.(iO0

OH2U 3.537, -(),7_11 3().S91

OH2L 3.,196 (),877 30,211

EF1U 0.537 - 2.,157 51.29,1

EF1L ();4 78 2.616 5,1.777

EF2U -0.-156 -0.162 6.573

EF2L 0.()_11 -0.018 -0.579

EF3U 0.638 0.1,_() -,t.39,1

EF3L ().6,12 - 0,236 -,1 .'Jg,l

EFCU '). 152 ().()82 7.500

EFCL - 0, 152 0.09.5 .- 7.500

EF4U 2.722 (),(i65 -5.1.7!)(i

EF4L 2.(i_) 0722 -5.1.796
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fields shown in Figure 6-3 for the constrained case and the fields shown in Figure 6-2 for the

unconstrained case.

The next case uses two active constraints. The force constraint on the EF2L coil is kept, and
,

the EF2U coil is also constrained. The unconstrained radial force on the EF2U coil is directed

inward, so these two constraints make it possible to test the full functionality of the 'algorithm,

The maximum force iri the radial direction is set to 0.45 MN' and the axial force is limited to

0.20 MN. Figure 6-4 compares the resulting poloidal tield with that of the equilibrium alone.

The coil forces and currents produced for this test are given in Table 6.4. Again, the very small

amount by which the constraints are violated gives rise to a reasonably small field error, in this

case 1.556010 %.

The third case tests the system for a constraint which is inactive. This is done by retaining

tile previous constraints and setting the maximum radial force on the EF1U coil to 5.00 MN both

inward and outward, and setting the maximum axial force to 5.00 MN. This constraint is clearly

satisfied by the all three of the cases presented thus far. The equilibrium field is compared with

the poloidal field generated by the plasma and coil set in Figure 6-5, and the coil forces and

currents are listed in Table 6.5. The field error for this case is somewhat larger than for the

previous cases at 1.663(J22 %.

The finn test tbr this case adds another inactive constraint to the three constraints already

imposed on the system. For this test, the forces on the EF1L coil are limited to 5.0000 MN for

both the inward and outward radial force and 5.0000 MN in the axial direction. These constraints

are inactive for all of the tests performed so far. The coil forces and currents are listed in Table 6.6

and the tangential components of the equilibrium tield and the poloidal field generated by the

plasma and coils are illustrated in Figure 6,6. For this case, the tield error is ,L.0071!)0 %.

The four cases present, ' in this section clearly show that the imposed tbrcc constraints are

being satislied. Also, the effects of the algorithm discussed at the end of Chapter 4 arc not as

severe for the case of force constraints. This is due to the nonlinear t_ature of the force equations,

which allow the coil currents to vary while keeping the forces on a given coil constant.

6.4 Constraining Grouped Currents

One issue which did not arise for the case ot' simple current limits is th': effect of a constraint

when more than one coil carries the same current. This issue did not occur tbr the case of current
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Figure 6-4: Poloidal fields for the case of two force constraints. The solid line represents

the equilibrium field of the plasma, aad the dotted lille represeuts the field geuerated by

the coils.

Table 6.4' Coil forces and currents for the (:ase of two force constr_finl;s.

Coil ] Radial Axial Current
I

Label ] Force (MN) Force(MN) (kA)
OH1 t0.366 "0.021 11,(300

OH2U 3,555 -0.778 31,406

OH2L 3.481 0.833 29.71 l

EF1U 0.,510 -2.422 50.034

EF1L 0:504 2.657 56,22-1

EF2U -0.4'50 -0.162 6.'514

EF2L 0.041 --0.0IS -0,577

EF3U 0.618 0,175 -,1.2.17

EF3L 0.623 -0.227 -4.24 7

EFCU 0.151 ().()8;_ 7,'500

EFCL - 0.1 '52 0.094 - 7.500

EF4U 2.750 0.673 -55.1 14

EF4L 2,710 -0,723 -5'5,1t4
-- ,,. - ,,,

E

2
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_,0
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0.0000 f.5708 3,141(.I 4,7t2.4 6,283L'

bt

Figure 6-5: Poloid,fl fields for the case of three ibrc,e constraints. The solid line is tile fiel(l

associated with tile l)la,sma equilibrium, and til( dotted lille is the sulll of the l)lasnl,_ a,nd

PF coil fields.

rI'aA)le6.5: Coil forces a.nd currents tbr l;he case of three force constra, iltt,s,

Coil' Radial Axial Current

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)

OH1 10.367 0.025 11.600

OH2U ,3,534 -0.7,13 30.831

OH2L 3.48,.1 ().80.,1 29.,:137

EF1 tj 0.538 - 2..156 51.264

EF1L 0.525 2.691 57.301

EF2U - 0.,150 -0,162 6.502

EF2L 0.0,:I1 -0,0 IS -0,,57(]

EF3U ().612 0.173 -.1.19S

EF3L 0,617 "'-0,22,1 -.:1,198

' ' EFCU 0,151 ().0N2 7,5()(_

EFCL .- 0, 152 0.09,1 -7.:.5()C

EF4U 2,759 0.675 -55.[7!2

EF4L 2,719 -0.725 -55.17!;
--.
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Figure (3-6: Poloidal fields for tile case of four force constra, ints. 'File solid line shows the

equilibriunl field of tile plasrna,, and tile dotted lille represents tile sttui of tile plasm_t v;_cuum

field and the fields of tile PlY coils.

Table 6.6: (.,"o'llfoi:ces and currents for the case of four force coi,stra, ints.

..

Coil Radial Axial Current

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)
. ,.,

I

OH1 9.908 -0,021 11.600

OH2U 3.101 - 0.587 26.,_!)8

OH2L 3. 103 0.692 26.628

EF1U 0.539 -2.445 o4.563

EF1L 0.,178 2.606 5S.073

EF2U -0.448 -0.162 6.218

EF2L 0.0,,11 -0,018 --0.5:i5

EF3U 0,396 0,09S -2.505

EF3I_, 0.399 -- 0.128 - 2.505

EFCU 0. 153 0.0s0 7,5(/0

EFCL -0.153 0.092 --7.50(1

EF4U ;?,.:it)() 0,7,15 -61.6(j5

EF4L 3.;:1,15 -0.S0:_ -61.665
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constraints because the current carried by the grouped coils is treated as a single unique current

by _the global minimization algorittun. When grouped coils are subject to a force constraint,

however, each coil must be treated independently. The nonlinearities of the force constraints can

drastically affect the results. This will be demonstrated using three cases, ,all of which constrain

the EF4U and EF4L coils. The maximum forces allowed on these coils are varied to obtain an

idea of how the degree to which a constraint is violated affects the results,
t

For the unconstrained case presented in the previous section, the forces on the EF4U c0il are

2.715 MN and 0.669 MN in the rad!al and axial directions, respectively. The radial force on the

EF4L coil is 2.6(i8 MN and the axial force is -0,726 MN. Setting the maximum value of the

radial force to 2.700 MN and the maximum axial force to 1.000 MN gives the first set of test

results, The coil currents and forces for this case are listed in Table 6.7. The resulting poloidal

field is illustrated in Figure 6-7. The field error for this case is 5.303 %.

The second test imposes another constraint which is only violated by the EF4U coil, but

now the violation _s much worse. For this case, the maximum radial force on the coils is set

to 2.675 MN. The poloidal tields for this case are shown in Figure. 6-8, and the coil forces and

currents are listed in Table 6.8. The: field error for this is 14.044 %, much worse than for the

previous case.

The final case lhr this section sets the maximum force in the radial direction for the EF4U

and EF4L coils to 2,650 MN. The forces on both coils violate this constraint using the cun'enls

corresponding to the global minimum. The poloidal fields for this case are shown in Figure 6-!)

and the coil forces and currents are shown in TaOle 6.9. The field error tbr Otis case is 16.06,3 %.

For this case, the tield error grc,ws steadily worse as the constraints grow more restrictive.

This behavior is in part due to the sensitivity of the poloidal lield to slight redistributions c,f the

coil currents. The outboard coils (EF2U, EF2L, EFCU, EFCL, EF3U, EF3L, EF4U, and EF4L)

are responsible for generating the tnajority of the poloidal tield over the region of t_ = -7r/2

to # = 71",/2.As the currents in these coils are adjusted to reduce the forces on the EF4U and

EF4L coils, the ability of these coils, to reproduce the equilibrium field over this region is greatly

reduced. This problem may be avoided by adding more coils in this region or by allowing the

EF3U, EF3L, EF4U, and EF4L to carry unique currents, giving the system the ability to adjust

the current in each of these coils to reproduce tt_c poloidal field at the plasma surface and satisfy

the constraints simultaneou_;ly. Tiffs assertion is born out by the results in Figure 6-lr) and
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Figure 6-7: Poloidal fields for a force constraint on a set of grouped coils. The equilibrium

field of the plasma is represented by the solid, line. The dotted line shows the field generated

by the PF system.

Table 6.7: (:,oil forces and currents for grouped coils subject to a force constraint.

.....Coil Radial Axial Curr-nt

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)

OHI 10.358 0,045 11,600

. OH2U 3.313 -0,413 26,027

OH2L 3.589 1.313 34.s07

EF1U 0.72,5 -2.8,13 65,199

EFIL 0,324 2.166 41.43.4

EF2U -0.268 -0.091 3,712

EF2L -0.107 -0.051 1.579

EF3U 0.630 O.[93 -,1.37S

EF3L 0.639 - 0,227 -,1.378

EFCU 0.158 0.086 7.500

EFCL -0.146 0.092 -7.500

EF4U 2.699 0.663 -54.654

EF4L 2.668 - 0. 720 - 54.654
...........
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Figure 6-8: Poloidal fields for a constrained set of grouped coils. The equilibrium field of

tile plasma is shown by tile solid line. rl'he dott _,dline shows tile sum of the plasma vacuum

field with the field generated by the PF system.

Table 6.8: (;oil forces and currents for grouped coils subject to force constraints.

........

Coil Radial Axial Current

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)
i[ -- - ......... , , , ,

OH1" 10.340 ().1,19 11.600

OH2U 2.632 -0.030 17,609

OH2L 3.477 2,263 ,12.813

EF1U 1,00, -: .121 s0:m
EF1L 0.114 1.095 1S.209

EF2U 0.102 0. )o3 1.325,i,

EF2L -0.333 0.17'1 ,'_.,3:/8

EF3U 0.60,:1 0.209 -d.253

EF3L 0.623 -0.206 -,1.253

' EFCU 0. L68 0.09,i 7,500

= EFCL -f). 13(i 0.0,_S -7.500

EF4U 2.67,1 ().(i(i.l 5,1.;),1(,

EF4L 2.669 .-0.719 .-5,1.5,10
....
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Figure 6-9: Poloidal fields for the case of ,_ constrained s:,t of grouped coils. The solid line

shows the equilibrium field of the plasma. The dotted line shows the riehl due to the PF

system.

Table 6.9: (.',oil forces and currents for tile case of constrained grouped coils,

- Coil Radial Axial Current

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)

" _0H1 10.245 0.i73 11.600

OH2U 2,298 0.033 ;,!,_,13

OH2L 3.353 2.420 ,43.750

EFiU 1.133 -3.11l 96.172

EF1L 0.07,:1 0..880 14.380

EF2U (/.332 0.108 -4.235

EF2L -0.269 0.147 ,l.,10l

EF3U 0.551 0.20S -3.9,10

EF3L 0.571 - 0.197 -3.940

EFCU 0 l 71 0.100 7.500

EFCL -- 0.134 0.092 - 7.500

EF4U 2,649 0,66,! -54.,11:_

EF4L 2.650 -0.719 -5.1.,113
,,,
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Table 6.10. Here, the constraints imposed on the EF4 coils arc those of the previous test, and

the EF3U, EFBL, EF4U, and EFdL coils are 'allowed to carry unique currents. The field error for

this case is 5.872 %.

6.5 Combining Constraints

Given that both the linear constraint and force constraint system are based on thc same algorithm,

it should be possible to have current and forcc constraints occurring simultaneously within the

coil set. For this casc, the problem of finding the coil currcnts is cxprcsscd as

Minimize ir.M . i- 2n'r.i + p

Subject to FRj <_FR(i) _< FR.,)

-Fzm < Fz(i _<Fzm

-b_< 1 _<b 6.L2)

where l is the constrained subset of group currents and b is the corresponding set of maximum

allowable currents.

The process of finding a feasible point proceeds as before, only now using three sets of

constraint equations and three sets of Lagrm_ge multipliers - tw()for the forces and one for

currents. Since this process simply combines the analyses performed for the linear constraints

and the force constraints, the details will be omitted here.

As a demonstration that the final version of lhc cPFC program can satisfy both current and

force constraints, consider the coil set and equilibrium shown in Figure 6-1 once again. For this

tesk the current in the EF2U coil is limited to (i.50() kA and the forces acting on the EF3U and

EF3L coils are limited to 0.640 MN in the radially outward direction and 1.0()0 MN in the axial

direction. The results of this test are shown in Figure 6-11 and the coil currents and forces are

listed in Table 5.11. The field error for this test is 2.6.t7 %.

Since the general problem combines both current and force constraints, the discussion at the

end of Chapter 4 is applicable here, also. In Chapter 4, it was found that a constraint which

was inactive effectively locked the corret+ponding current to its initial value. Similar behavior

=: was observed in the tests run in this chapter, but the nonlinear nature of the force constraints

__ counteractcd these effects, allowing the currents to vary will holding the tk)rce constant. These

difficulties can be overcome by running cPFC first on the unconstrained case, examining the
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Figure 6-10: Poloid_d fields tbr tile previous case with the gro,tping requirement removed.

The solid line shows the plasma, equilibriu'm tleld. The dotted line shows the tield duo to

the poloidal field coils.

'I'_Lble 6.10: ..oil forces a.nd currents for the previous case with ungrouped coils.

--..

Coil Radial Axial Current

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)
...........

OH 1 10.386 - ().0()(i 11.600

OH2U 3,,193 -0.593 29.355

OH2L 3.563 0.9.10 31.027

EFI U 0,390 -2.756 59.3;{0

EF1L 0.537 '2,527 ;),.,2()_

EF2U 0.051 0,017 -().6,%

EF2L 0.122 -0.070 -- 1.9!),1

,R'EF3U 0., 02 0.321 --,'5.7:5S

EF3L 0.302 - (). 120 --'2.26(i

EFCU (). 170 0.106 7,500

EFCL --0.131 0,095 -7.5()()

EF4U 2,650 (),9!)7 - ,")7.2(i5

EF4L '2.212 -0.391 -.1(i.61,5
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Figure 6-I1' Poloidal fields fox"the genera, l case of current a,nd force (,onstra, ints. Tire solid

line represents the equilibrium field of the plasnl;_. The dot,ted lille shows the tiel_,lgener_tted

by the PF system.

T_tble 6,l 1: C,oil forces ,_n(l currents for the genera, l case of current _tnd ['()r(:(,(:onsl.raints.

,, ,

Coil Radial Axial Currcnt

Label Force (MN) Force (MN) (kA)

OH1 I().,182 0.046 [ l .(i()0

OH2U 3.739 -().722 32.075

OH2L 3.51 [ 1.()(),_ 31,207

EF1U 0.56,1 - 2.57(i 53.292

EF1L ().,l,lS 2..172 50.292

EF2U -0.,150 -(). lb l _J.5()()

EF2L 0.(]03 --0,001 -(),0,1.1

EF3U ().(i39 0. IS'2 .....I..13N

EF3L ().{i.l() - 0,'2;_!) ....1. l:lS

EFCU 0.152 ().()S2 7.500

EFCL -0.1.4.0 ().0!)5 --7.50()

EF4U 2.(i(i5 ().(i5,,1 -5,1.()3(i

EF4L 2.609 -().722 -5.1.()3(i
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results, and setting the constraints appropriately. By adding only one constraint at a time, it is

possible to find a set of coil currents which satisfies ali of the constraints and adequately supports

the equilibrium.

The final topic for discussion is the execution time of the force constraint 'algorithm. Consider

first the last test case of Section 6.3. This test imposed two active and two inactive force

constraints on the coil currents, The CPU time necessary to run this case on a Cray-2 was 18.97

seconds. Of this, the force constraint algorithm required L.025 CPU seconds to determine the

coil currents, and !he time needed to generate the various quantities tbr computing the forces

was 7.555 seconds, The unconstrained case required only Lr.07 CPU seconds to run, of which

0.685 CPU seconds were devoted to finding the coil currents. These results show that the force

constraint algorithm increases the total running time by approximately two-thirds,



Chapter 7

Conclusions and

Recommendations

As discussed in Chapter 1, this tbcsis has described the development of a design tool for the

poloidal field magnet system of a '_okamak. This was done by modifying an existing program to:

1. Better model realistic plasma and coil conligurations,

2. Find a set of coil currents which support a specified equilibrium such that the maximum

currents in the coils are not exceeded,

3. Find a set of coil currents to support an equilibrium such that the maximum allowable

forces on the coils are not exceeded.

Ali of these goals were achieved with satisfactory results. There is, however, a substantial amount

of work which can be done to increase the usefulness of the cPFC program even further.

This work falls into two cmegories. First, there is additional work needed to further verify

the results of the cPFC program. This requires bcnchmarking the cPFC program against other

programs. Since the other available programs solve the free-boundary Grad-Shal'ranov equation,

such a benchmark requires comparing the combined results of the cPFC program1 and Hancy's

fast equilibrium :;olver with those of the olb-r progrtmls. Another, potentially better, benchmark

would involve using the cPFC program to reconstruct the coil currents from an actual experiment.

" Additional work to the cPFC program itself includes, but is not limited to, the following:

t Implement an automated algorithm which detcmlincs a_ optimal set of coil currents,

111
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• Modify the program to automatically find the coil currents at a number of times during the

ohmic discharge,

• Estimate the net force acting On the plasma,

• Add a separate program to calculate the intercoil forces, thereby reducing the execution

time for cPFC on finalized designs.

These additions to the progr un would further enhance its use as a design tool.

,



Appendix ,A
P

, Verification of Asymmetric

Program

In Chapter 3 the changes needed to transform the original cPFC program into a form which would

deal with asymmetric plasmas and coil sets were presented. The primary test of the new version

of the program is to guarantee that it produce results which are identical to those obtained using

the up-down symmetric version of cPFC Ebr systems which are up-down symmetric. The data

for one up-down symmetric case were presented in Chapter 3. In this appendix, data for two

more cases will be presented, These three test cases provide sufficient proof that the asymmetric

version exactly reproduces the results obtained with the symmetric version for symmetric cases.

A.1 Case 1: A Conventional Tokamak

In this section, the data for the symmetric and asymmetric versions of the cPFC program are

compared for the case of the conventional tokamak coil set and plasma illustrated in Figure A-1.

This equilibrium is characterized by the parameters in Table A. 1.

The coil data for the case of the three coils being grouped up-down is given in Table A.2. The

data for the coils being allowed to carry unique currents is presented in Table A.3. As expected

tbr symmetric systems, the coil currents for the grouped and ungrouped cases are identical. The

field error for this system is very small, only 0.75 %, indicating that the coils can very accurately

- produce the poloidal field required to maintain this equilibrium. Finally, the poloidal tield data

is shown in Figure A-2. The dotted line (indicating lhc field produced by the coils) is marginally

1 ': displaced from the solid line representing the p asma s poloidal tield.

113
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Figure A-I' A conventionM tokamak coil set a.nd circular pl_sm_,

rI.abl.'e A,I: Equilibrium (t_ta for tile conventiona, l toka, ma,k test ca,se,

Param et er Value

Ro (m) 0.400

a (m) 0.L'30

0.000

t .,000

Bo (T) 0.700

Ii, (kA) Ill).()()()

1_7, t .000

lh (%) o.o,i9
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r|_ I 1 _ _ ...ame. A,2' Data for coil groups F,FI (T) _md EFI (B), EF2 (T) _u_(lEF2 (B), and F,F3 T)
,

and EF3 (B) carrying symmetric currents.
, ,

.-

, Symmetric Asymmet'riC SymnT,etric A_,yntntetric
-,y, __ _ ...... ,...... ,

Coli' Cun'ent ikA) Coil Current (kA)
, ,

EF1 (T) -:t.95i 1.951 EF1 (B) -1.951 -1.95l

EF2 (T) -1.724 -1.724 EF2 (B) - 1.724 -1.72,l

EF3 (T) - 1.432 - 1.432 EF3 (B) - 1.432 - 1..432

Error (%)

Field Error 0.75265 0.75265

.

-'"' ), _md EF3 B)Table A.3: 1)at_ for coils EFI (T), FF[ (B), EF2 (T), EF2 (B , EF3 (T

carrying unique currents.
,,

t °iQ5ymmetrz . Asqmmetri(. Symmetric .4symrl_etri(:
,,, _ - ,, , , ..... ,,,, . ,

Coil Current (kA) Coil Cu;r'ent iiiA)

EF1 "iT) - 1.95":i -- - [.951 ,EF1 (B) -- 1.951 -i.951

EF2 (T) - 1..7'24 - 1.72,1 EF2 (B) - 1.72.l - 1.724

EF3 (T) - [.,,I32 -- [.4:32 EF3 (B) -1.,132 -1.,132
.... :=:

Error (%)
.......................

i 3l"iehl Lr rot 0.75265 0.75265
............
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Figure A-2" Poloidal field comparison for the conventional tokamak case. Thesuli_l lin_,is

tile poloida.l field due t,o tlm plasma, at the plasma, surt'ac¢_. Th_, dottod lilk_' (barely visible

is tlm field produced by t,lw coils.
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Figure A-3: IIighly elongetted tok_mztk plasm_ and coil set.

A.2 Case 2: An Elongated Tokamak

]In this section, the data from Lhc symmetric and asymmetric versions of lhc cPF'C program arc

compared for the case of tile highly elongated tokamak shown in Figure A-3. The plasma shown

in Figure A-3 is characterized by the equilibrium data in Table A.4.

This test case is slightly diffcrcnt from the other two in that each coil is now made up of"

ibur unique wires. Each wire in an individual coil is constrained to carry the same current (as

discussed in Chapter 2). For this case, then, the two tests consist of coil._'which are either grouped

up-down or independent, while the wircs comprising each coil carry the sarnc current. The data

presented here list the t,ota! current in cach coil.

The data for the case where the coils are grouped up-down symmetrically arc presented in

Table A.5, and the data for the ungrouped case arc given in Tablc A.6. Finally, the poloidal

field generated by the combination of lhesc coil currents and the plasma current i,,;compared with

the plasma's equilibrium poloidal field in Figure A-4. The difference between the two is quite

apparent, clearly illustrating the 10 % field error obtaincd l[br this system, This large error is

due to the small number of coils in the system and indicates that this coil set is not capable of

- supporting the specified equilibrium.
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Table A.,I: Equilibrium data, for tile highly elongated tokamak.

Parameter Value

Ro (m) 10.000

a (m) 0,500

6 0.000

K, 2.000

Bo (T) 3.140

Ip (MA) 1.000

137) 0.00 t

/h (%) 0.060

Table A.5: D_ta. for coil groups Olfl (T) a.nd O[II (B , EFI (T) and EFI B), F,F2 ('1')

a xld I:;1:2(B), and El::) ('1') a,nd EI:3 (B) ca,trying syn'metric currents.

5'!lm,'_etric ] As,qn_,rn,elric ,%'!tmm,e'tric] ,'l s'gm,lm:l,ri,,'

Coil Current (kA) Coil Current (kA)

OHI (T) 21).665 20.665 OH1 (B) 20.665 20.665

EFI (T) _4.-124 84,.12,1 EF1 (B) _,1,42,I 8,[.,12.1

EF2 (T) 35.775 3,5.775 EF2 (B) 3;5.77.'5 35.775

EF3 (T) -17.739 -17.739 EF3 (B) -17.739 -17.739

Error (%)

• t,'i_ld Error 9.:_1833 } 9.31833
1.
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,,

Table A.6: Da,ta_for coils OHI ('P), OH2 (B), EI_'I (r['), EFt (B), EF2 (T), EF2 (13), EI"3 (T),

_nd EF3 (B) carrying unique currents.

Symmetric Asymmet_'ic SyrTz._zet.,'ic A.sy,lzn_,et,"ic
, , ,,

Coil :: Current (kA) i Coil Current (kA) .

OHI (T) 20.665 20.665 OH1 (B) 20.6(35 2().6(i5

EF1 (T) 84.424 84.424 EF1 (B) 84.,124 84.424

, EF2 (T) 35.775 35.775 EF2 (B) :15.775 3,5.77,5

EF3 (T) -17._,_9 t7.739 EF3 (B) I_._,_9 1_._3.)

Error (%)
.... ,................ | .....

Field Es'tor 9.31833 9.3 t833 '
.........

r

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

......

0,1

0.0 I ,

0,0000 1.5708 314t6' ,17124 6.28,'t2

/_,

Figure A-4" Field conll->arison for l,ho higllly ¢_lottg_m,d t,ol<>ctna,l< oa,so. 'l'ho O¢luilil)riutn

poloida,} field c_t'the plasm;_ is l,h_,solid litre. ""lll_.,dol, ted lin(_ is t,h,_,l)ost ol_ta_.iii;._.l)l¢:lllal,cll

tO t.lie equilibviut_ usillg this _tlgoritllm.



Appendix B

Alcator C-Mod Coil Set

This appendix lists the locations of each of the wires making up the 13 coils of the Alcator

C-Mod Coil Set used irl Chapters 3, 4, and 6 for testing the modifications to cPFC,

The wires for the EFIU and EF1L coils are listed in Table B,1. Each of these wires is

0.0227 m in thickness and 0.0237 m in height.

Table B.2 lists the locatio_as .Jr the wires for the EF2U and EF2L coils, Each of the wires

has a radial thickness of (},02:19m and an axial height of 0.()237 m.

Each of the wires listed m Table B.3 for the EF3U and EF3L coils has a radial width of

0.0252 m and a height of 0.02,10 m.

Table B,4 lists the wire positions making up the EFCU and EFCL coils. These coils are

used to control the vertical position of the plasma. Each of the wires making up these coils is

0.0191 m wide by 0.0247 m high.

The wires listed in Table B.5 comprise the EF4U and EF4L coils. Each ot' thcsc wires is

0.0227 m wide and 0.0237 m high,

The wires m_ing up the uppcr and lower segments of the OH2 coil arc listed in Table B.6.

These wires measure (}.017.t na in width by 0.02_10m in height.

Finally, thc wires comprising the ohmic translbmaer (the OHI coil) are listed in Table B.7.

Each of these wires measures 0.0174 m in the radial direction by (}.02,10 m in the axial direction.

121
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Table B.I: EFIU and EF1L wire loca,tic)ns.

..

EFIu EF1L

Wire R (m) Z (m) Wire R (m) Z (m)

EFIU_01 0.4,157! 6,5585 EFlt,_O1 0.:1457 -0.5585

EF1U'02 0.,t684 0.5585 EF1L._02 0.468,1 -0.o,)8,)r'r"_r.

= r. -0.,),)8,)EF1U_03 0.49112 0.5o80 EF1L_03 0.4912 r,r, r,

(_-EF1U_04 0.5139 0.5585 EFIL_04 ).ot39 -0.5585

EF1U_05 0.4457 0.5822 EFIL_05 0.+:157 -0.5,_22

EF1U_06 0.4684 0 r,.......,)mzz EF1L_06 0.4684 -0.5822

EF1U..07 0.49t2 0.5822 EF1L_07 0.4912 -0.5822

EF1U_08 0.5139 0.5822 EF1L_08 0.5139 --0.5822

EF1U_09 0.4457 0.6060 EFIL_09 0.+157 -0.6060

EF1U_10 0.4684 0.6060 EF1L_10 0.,1684 -0.6060

EF1U_ll 0.4912 0.6060 EF1L_ll 0.4912 -0,6060

EF1U_12 0.5139 0.6060 EF1L_12 0 5139 --0.60(J0

EF1U_13 0.4457 0.6297 EF1L_13 0.4457 -0.()29" "1

EF1U_14 0.d684 0.6297 EFIL,14 0.4684 -0.6297

EF1U_15 0.4912 0.6297 EFIL..15 0,,1912 -0.6297

EF1U_16 0.5i39 0.6297 EFIL_16 0.5139 -0.6297
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T_bh B.2: EF2U ;rod EF2L wire loc_tions.

EF2U EF2L
;......

Wire R (m) z (m) Wire R (na) Z (m)
......

EF2U_01 0,8423 0.5585 EF2L_01 0,842,1" -0.5585

EF2U_02 0,,_653 0.5585 EF2L_02 0.8653 _-0,5585

f_,_" _; --EF2U..03 0.5582 0.5585 EF2L.03 0.,.582 0.5585

EF2U_04 0.91 [2 0.5585 EF2L_04 0.9112 -0.5585

EF2U_05 0.8423 0,5822 EF2L_05 0,,'_,123 -0.5822

EF2U_06 0.8653 0,5822 EF2L_06 ,_"'(),_0o,I -0.5822

EF2U_07 0.8882 0.5822 EF2L_07 ()._,_,2 "0.5822

' EF2U_08 0.9112 0.5822 EF2L_08 0,9t[2 -0.5_22

EF2U.09 0.5423 0.6060 EF2L_09 0.8,123 -().6060

EF2U_IO 0.8653 0.60(i0 EF2L_10 0,8653 -0.60(i0

EF2U_ll 0._882 0.6060 EF2L_ll 0 _ '_.888. -0.6060

EF2U_12 0.9II2 0.6060 EF2L_12 0.9.11/2 -0.(_060

EF2U'13 0.,q,_23 0.6297 EF2L_13 0,8423 -0,6297'

EF2U_14 0.8653 0.6297 EF2L_14 ().8653 -0.6297

EF2U_15 _ "0,,_882 0,6297 EF2L_15 0.8882 -0.6297

EF2U_16 0.9112 0.6297 EF2L_I6 0,911'2 -0.6297
...
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T_ble 13',3: EFau a,nd Et 3L wire loc_tions.
,

....

EF3U EF3L
.... , ,,- ..... -_,.,

Wire R (m) Z (m) Wire R(m) Z (m),.. .,

EF3u_01 0,9678 0.3899 EF3L_01 0,9-678 -0.3899

EF3U_02 0.9930 0.3899 EF3L_02 0.993() -0.3899

EF3U_03 1.0182 0.3899 EF3L_03 1.0182 -0.3899

EF3U_04 1.0434 0,:3899 EF3L_(_ 1..0434 -0.3899

EF3U_05 0.9678 0.4139 EF3L_05 0,9678 -0,,[139

EF3U_06 0.9930 0.41.39 EF3L_06 0.9930 "0.4139

EF3U,07 1.0.1.82 0.4139 EF3L_07 1..01.8'2 0,41.39

EF3U_08 1.,04'34 0.4139 EF3L_08 1.043,1 -0.4i39

EF3U_09 0.9678 0.4379 EF3L_09 0.9678 -0.4379

EF3U_IO 0.9930 0.4379 EF31_,_10 0.9930 -0.,1379

EF3U._il 1.0182 0.4379 EF3L_11 1.0182 -0.4379

EF3U_12 1,0434 0,4379 EF3L_12 1,043,l -014379

. . ( i _ 'l __EF3U_13 0.967,q 0.4619 EF3L_13 (),96_8 0.,[619

EF3U_14 0.99'30 0.4619 EF3I,_14 0.9930 -0.,1619

EF3U_15 1.0182 0.4619 EF3L_15 I..0tS2 -0.4619

EF3U.,16 1.0434 0._16t9 EF3L_16 [.0434 -0.,.1619

EF3U_17 0.9678 0.,1859 EF3U.17 0( '-?,,)6 _S -- 0.,1859

EF3U_18 0.9930 0.,185!) EF3L'18 0.9930 --0.,1859

EF3U_19 1.0182 0.4859 EF3L_19 1.0182 -1).4859

EF3U_20 1.0,134 t).,l,%,) EF3L...20 10434 0.,1859
( ' _ r': _' (EF3U_21 0.,)b7S 0.5099 EF3L21 0.9678 -0.,_{);).)

EF3U22 0.9930 0.50!)9 EF3L22 (),99:/0 0.50!)9

EF3U_23 1,0 1,_2 0.5099 EF3L_23 1.01,_2 -0.50!)9

EF3U.24 1.(),13,1 0,5099 EF3L,24 1.0,t:1,1 - 0.5()99
..... _ .......
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T_tble I34' EFC, U _md t_,t_(L wire loc_tiolts.

EF4U EF4L

Wire R (na) [ Z (m) Wire R (m) Z (m)

iii

EFCU_01 0.8403 0.41,78 EFCL_01 0.8403 -0.4178

EFCU_02 0,8594 0.4178 EFCL_02 0.859,'i[ -0.,t "_1_,.

EFCU_03 0.8403 0.,4425 EFCL_03 ()._'_,[03 -0.4,[25

EFCU_04 0.859,1 0.4425 EFCL_04 ().8594 -0..1,125
......
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Table B.5: EF4U and EF4L wire loct_tions.

...

EF4U EF4L

- Wire R (m) Z (m) Wire R (m) Z (in)

-'EF4U_0'i 1.4719 0,4107' EF4L_01 1,47L9 -0,4L07
,,

EF4U_02 1,4946 0,4L07 EF4L_02 1..19,16 -0.4107

EF4U_03 115173 0.4107 EF4L_03 1.51.7:3 .-0.4L07

EF4U_04 L.5,100'1 0.:1107 EF4L_04 1.5400 .-0.,1107

EF4U_05 L.47L9 0,434,1 EF4L_05 l.,1719 .- 0,,13,1,4

EF4U_06 1.4946 0,d34.1 EF4L_06 1.49,16 -0.4344

EF4U..07 1.5173 0.434,:1 EF4L_07 1.5173 -0,_13,1.1

EF4U_08 1..5400 0.4344 EF4L_08 1.5400 ---0.434d

EF4U_09 [.4719 0.4582 EF4L_09 1.d719 -0.,[582

EF4U_10 1.49,46 0.4582 EF4L_10 1.49_16 -0,,1582

EF4U_ll 1.5173 0.4582 EF4L_I 1 1.5L73 ---0,.1582

EF4U_12 t,Sd00 0.4582 EF4L_12 1.5,1()0 --0.,15,_2

EF4U_13 1.,1719 0.,1819 EF4L_13 [...171.9 -0..lSl,)'c

EF4U,14 1.,19-'-16 0.,1819 EF4L_14 1.,19_16 ---0.d819

EF4U_15 l,Si73 0,4819 EF4L_15 1.5173 -0,,-lSl,9

EF4U_16 1.5,100 0,,lS19 EF4L_16 1.5,[00 -0,,ISL,9
,,.... .,
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T_fl)le B.6' OH2U _uld OH2L wire Ioc_tions.

- OH2U OH2L

..... Wire ..........R(m) 'Z(m) Wire R ira) Z (na)
dH2uiof0.35840.2637OH2L010.3, 84-o.2637
OH2U_02 0.3584 0.2877 OH2L_02 0.3584 -0.2877

OH2U_03 0.3584 0.3117 _ OH2L_03 0.3584 -0,3Ii7

OH2U_04 0.3584 0.a356 OH2L_04 0.3584-o.aa,_(_

OH2U_05 0.3584 0.3596 OH2L_05 0.3584 -0.3596

OH2U_06 0.3584 o.3836 OH2L_06 0.3584 -0,3836

OH2U_07 0.3584 0.,1075 OH2L_07 0.358,1 -O.,4075

OH2U_08 0.3584 o.43t50H2L_08 0,3584 -0,4315

OH2U_09 0.358,1 0.4555 OH2L_09 0.3584-0.4555

OH2U_10 0,3584 0.4795 OH2L_10 0.3584 -0.4795

OH2U_ll 0.358,l 0.5034 OH2L_I1 0.3584 -0.5034

OH2U_12 0.358,1:0.5274 OH2L_12 0.3584-0.5274

"- OH2U_i3 0.3584 0.55t4 OH2L-13 0.358,l -0.5514

OH2U_14 0.3758 0.2397 OH2L_14 0,3758 -0.2397

.31,_)S 0.2637 OH2L_15 0.375,_ -0.263_OH2U_15 0' "_-' ' s ' " "

OH2U_16 0.3758 0.2877 OH2L_16 0.3758 -0,2877

OH2U_17 0.3758 0.3117 OH2L_17 0.3758 -().3117

OH2U_18 0.3758 0.3356 OH2L_I8 0,375_ -0.335(i

OH2U=19 ().3_,)8 0.3596 OH2L_19 0.3758 -0.3596

OH2U_20 0,375S 0.3836 OH2L_20 ().3758 -0,3S36

OH2U_21 ' "_. -0.3t,)S 0.4075 OH2L_21 0,375S 0,,:l()75

OH2U..22 ' "_-'0.3q,)8 0.43L5 OH2L_22 0.3758 -0,,1315

OH2U_23 0.3758 0.-1555 OH2L23 0.375S -().,1555

OH2U_24 0.3758 0.,,1795 OH2L24 ().:_75s -0.,1795

OH2U_25 0.3758 0.503,1 OH2L_25 ().375S -0,50:_,1

OH2U26 0.3758 0,527,l OH2L.26 0,3758 -0,527,1

OH2U_27 0,3758 ()....5_-',' OH2L_27 0.3758 -0,551,1. [lt ,
.........
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'l'_ble B.7: Wire locations of the Ottl ohmic tra, nsfornler.

OH1
' ,.....

Wire R (m) Z(m) Wire R (m) Z(m)
.... ,, .........

OHI_001 0,3236 -0.5514 OHl_002 0.3236 -0.5274

OH1..003 0.3236 -0.o031 OHl_004 0.3236 -0.4795

OHi_005 0.32;36 -0.4555 OHl_006 0.3236 -0.4315

OHl_007 0.3236 "0.407,5 OHl_008 0;3236 -o.3836

OHl_009 0.3236 -0.13596 OH1.010 0.3236 -0.3356

OH1_011 o.3236 -0.3117 OH1_012 0,3236 -0.2877

OHI_013 0.3236 -0.2637 OH1..014 0.3236 -0.2397

OH1,015 0.3236 -0.2158 OHl_016 0.3236 -0 19t8

OHl_017 0.3236 -0.1678 OHl_018 0..3236 -0.1438

OHl_019 0.3236 -0.1199 OHl_020 0.3236--0.0959

OHl_021 0.3236-0.0719 OH1.£022 0,3236 -0.0479

OH1,023 0:3236 -0.0240 OH1_024 0.3236 +0.0000

OH1_025 0.323"'(') +0.()2,10 OH1_026 0.323"'(') +().0479

OH1_027 0.3236 +0.0719 OH1_028 0.3236 +0.0959

OH1_029 0.3236 +0.1199 OH1,030 0.32,)1() +0.1.438

-'OH1_031 0.3236 +0. t07 OH1_032 0,3236 +0.19t8

OH1_033 0.3236 +0.2158 OH1_034 ().323(i +0.2397

OH 1_035 0.3236 +0.2637 OH 1_036 ().323(i +0.2877

OH1..037 0.3236 +0.31 17 OH1_038 0.323(i +0.335(i

OH1_039 0.3236 +0.3596 OHl_040 0.3236 +0.3,_36

OHl_041 0.3236 +0.4075 OH1_042 0.3236 +0..131.5

OH1_()43 0.d23) +0,4555 OH l_044 0,323(i +0.,1795

OH1_045 0 3236 +0.5034 OH1_046 (),323(_ +0.5274

OH1_047 0.323(i +(I.551.4 OH1_048 0,3,110 -0.551-1

OH1,049 ().3410 -0.527.i OHl_050 0,3.-110 -().5():l,l
,, ,
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l,a,bl B.7' (,,ontlrtued
4

....... ,

OHI

Wire .. R.(m_) -'-Z !.m) wire R (m) Z (m) ....

OHl_051 0,34:10 -0.4735 OH1_052 0.3410 -0.4555

OH1_053 0.3410 -0.4315 OHl_054 0.3410 -0,4075
r ._, ,OH1_055 0,3410 -0.3836 OHI_056 0.3410 0,3o96

OH1_057 0.341.0 -0.3356 OH1_058 0.3410 -0,31t7

OH1.059 0,34t0 -0.2877 OHl_060 0,3,1t0 -0,2637

Onl.061 0.3410 -0,2397 OH1_062 0.3410-0,2158

OH1_063 0.3410 -0.1:9t8 OH1_064 0.341.0 -0.,t678

OH1_065 0,3410 -0.1438 OH1_066' 0,3410 - 0,1199

OH1_067 0,34t0 -0.0959 OH1_068 0,3410 -0,0719

OH1_069 o.a:tlo -o,o.,Iso OH1_070 0.a410 -O.O24O
OH1,.071 0.a4t0 +0,0000 OH1_072 0.34t0 +0.0_40
OH1_073 0.34t0 +O.O479 OH__074'0.34_0 +0.07,._)

" OH1_075 0.3410 +0.0959 OH1_076 0.3410 +0.11!)9

OH1_077 0.3410 +0.1438 OH1_078 0,341.0 +0,1678

OH1_079 0.3410 +0.1.91.8 OHl_080 0.3410 +0,2277

OHl_08i 0.3410 +0.2517 OH1_082 0.3,110 +0,2757

OH1_083 0.3,ll.0 +0.2997 OH1_084 0.3,110 +0.3236

OH1_085 0.3410 +0.347(5 0H1_086 0.3,110 +0,3716

OH1_087 0.3q10 +0.3955 OH1_088 0.3410 +0,.1195
,_OH1_089 0.3410 +0,,:l,135 OH1_090 0.:_,110 +0.:lb_,)

: O[t1_091 0.3410 +0..191,l OH1_092 0.3,110 +0.515,1

OHI _093 0.3q10 -F0,539,1 OH1_094 (),:l,ll0 -t-0:575,1

OH1_095 0.3584 -0.191,_ OH1_096 0.35s,1 -0.167S

OH1_097 0.358,1 -0.1,13s OH1_098 (),:lSS,l -0.11!)!)

OH1_099 0.35,g,1 I -0.0959 OH1_I(X) (},358,1 -0.0719
.......... _ _ -- ,., . ., __ . .,
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Table B.7: Continued

OH1

Wire R (m) Z (m) Wire R (m) Z ¢m)

0iql_10i- 0.3584 -0.0479"0Hi"_102 0.3584 .... 0.0240

o 1_1o3 +o.ooooOH1_1C40.3584+o.o 40
OHl_105 0.3584 40.0479 OHl_106 0.3584 +0.07[9

!

OH1_107 0.3584 40.0959 OH1,108 0.,:1o8,:1 +0.1.199

OHl_109 0,3584 +0.1438 OHI_lt0 0.3584 +0.1.678

OHI_lll 0.3584 +0.i918 OHI.li,2 0.3758 -0.2038
OH1_113 0.3758 --0. t798 OHl_llt4 0.3758 -0.'_'_-,_,),_,

OHl_l15 ().3_5,. 0.1319 OHl_il[6 0..3758 0 1079

OH1_117 0.3758 -0,0839 OHI_I 18 0.3758 -0,059,9
."wff. ._ dOHl_ll9 0.3_,98 -0.0360 OHl_120 0.3_58 -0.0120

OH1_121 0.3758 +0.0120 OH1_1122 0.3758 +0,0360

OH1_123 0.3758 +0,0599 OH1_1!24 0,3758 .(),(),_:_9

OH1_125 0.3758 +0.1079 OH1_1i26 0,3758 +0,1319

OH1_127 0,3_o8 +0,1558 OHI_I 0.3758 +0, I79S

OH1_129 0.3758 +0.2038
.... 1_



Appendix C

Symmet ry Relat ions

~/
In this appendix, various symmetry relations for the function (,( r, z; r', .. are developed. These

relations are then used to demonstrate the symmetry of the _:.zrgy l rj_, which, in turn, is used

to demonstrate the symmetry of the mutual inductance ,_l,j.

C.1 Symmetry of G(r, "' r', ")

In this section, the symmetry of the function

(;( ,',z; r'. z_)

with rcspcct to the cxchangc of variables

/
r _ r

~/

-.!
tll

will be demonstrated. The function (;( r. z; r_, .:1) is delined as

= ,)= 2.._ [ k-' ]: C(r.z' r',- _ (1 - 7)K(/,: - !'.'(1,')i,r I

where

..t" -- (r+r I)2+(z .:_ ):
.Irr _

.| '2

SOthat by demonstrating the symmetry of ..t and l_',the symmetry of (,' will follow.

131
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C.I.1 Exchange of r and r'

Under the exchange of r and 'r', we obtain:

,4'2 = ('r'+r) _+(z-z') 2

~! )2= ('r+ r') :_"+(z-._

. A '2

,and

/_1'2= ,Ifr
A_'2
4r'r'

= k'2

so that

' ,z;r,. ) -- r,r--7 (1- _-)E(#)- I_(L/)

- I 1( 1 - )A'(_) -- t';'(I,:)-- r','--; -:2

= (;(r, "" r',:')

C.1.2 Exchange of " and ".:'

The exchange of z with z' proceeds in a similar manner:

|/2 ij '2 _ '2,. = (,.+ ) +(---)

= (r+r_)"+(-l)_(z ..-')-'

= (,' +/")_ + tz -- _')_

= :12

and

/,t'2 .lfr' ,lfr'--__,_ __ .._ ]_2
...t''_- ..l"-

resulting in

(,'( r..."" r', :;) = (,'( r, .:; r'. -')
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C.1.3 Results

Quoting the previous results:

(.,(,,z;,",z') = (_;(,",-' r, "),

= (;(,.,:'; ,",z)

and, by extension,
-'f "r _! '

(,(r,z; r',z'). = 6(r',._ ;r,z)

C.2 Symmetry of Uj-i

In this section, the symmetry relation

[rj_i = lli-.i

will be demonstrated. The full expression for /?'_-i is given by

• _-i-/z,-_ .J_,-"-) .Iz,__ J_,,,-_ ./,.I/,..,.'(;(,.,.:; ,.',-' d.,.'d_'d,,d_ .1

Exchanging the subscripts i and j gives

. I, " 22L
_. . h 'IL + 2 ' /I f'"++ I I

Iri-= -T J z j - , .H_j - ,_ J z, - _ .H_,- ,_

Now, rearranging the order of integration results in

• ,, ,,,: l, Zj+_ ,/:',+22, .,.
: t:__.,: .[-.Ix,.-+" ,n,,,-_ ,1/,-_" ,h_,- ._ "

Now, making the exchange of w_riables

,, _ i ,I

and making use of the symmetry relations for (,' developed in the previous section, gives

u, , h 'H.I -r" "7"n'I i.I ~l

• '--'J '1 ]: _ .]h,-_ ,]t¢j- ." /+'- 2 . ,J/j- 2

• where the fight-hand side is identical to the right-hand side of equation C. 1 so that

/_ = l _
. .1 ---, t ' t_j
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C.3 Symmetry of 11,Iij

In this section the symmetry relation

l_/.[ij = il,,.[,ii

is demonstrated.

The mutual inductance i_/lij iS defined as

AJij ' __ '2U i-.
Ii I j

Exchanging the subscripts i and j results in

'2Ui'j
Mji =

2Uj__._

I_li

= Mi_

where use has been made of the symmetry of the encrgy (dcmonstrated in the previous scction



Appendix D

Derivation of the Intercoil Force
O

Expressions

The expression for the force on coil i due to all. other coils can bc easily compute from

F = -ViUt

where Lit is the total magnetic energy of the system. The total energy, in turn, can be written as

N N

i=t j=l

where N is the total number of coils in the system and Uj-,i is the magnetic energy associated

with the two components i and j. For the simple case ot' :V = 2, this gives

Irt = l fi--.,t + U'2--i + l;i--'2 + (r'2--'2

Since

I_;i_.i = (/.I-"

the 'total energy of flae system is given by

[,rt = (;1-.1 + 2(.fe--t + (./'2-.'2

Taking the gradient of the energy with respect to coil 1 gives

Vllft= VIlll-.-,l + 2Vl/,"2.-i

135
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The Vi Ut--,,1 gives the self-force ofthe coil, ,and the Vi U2_t term yields the interaction force

on coil 1 due to coil 2.

In this appendix, the explicit relations used to compute the forces on a coil are derived from

the magnetic energy. This will be carried out first for the filamentary current case, and then for

the more general case of distributed currents.

D.1 Filamentary Currents

D.I.1 Force Between Two Coils

The interaction energy of a ' ti!amentary current li in the magnetic ficld produced by another

filamentary current lj is given by

tt°li[a Rill, j(;'( t_,i,Zi; Rj, Zj )' Uj._..i = 4

where

2A [(1 /_ ](;(Ri,Zi; Ra,Z j) = t_iR:i _-)h'(k) - E(k)

A '2 = (R,+R.i) _+(Zi.-z,j)2

.. h:2 = 4R.i Rj
d '2

The ,_-7,,operator is given by
0 0

Vi =elt/_ -]-ez_

where the e_, component has been neglected due to toroidal symmetry. This gives

F = eR O(]'i--'i + ez Ol'[i-i
i)R i 7)_._i

Concentrating on the ell, component tirst yields

OU__i _ Itolilj 0 )1 (1- )h'(k)-'ti'(k)
o.t_, - '2 o_e,, -7

= :_. _ (J ....-5-.)ic(/,,)._ /;,(/,,1

+ ''1_ ( l l-- I V )1'1 _' ) -- lC'( a'
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From the definitions of A and k given above,

OA R,i + t_a

, Ot?.i ,,l

Ok 2A'21?v - 4 ti_l?,:i(l?,i + t?,j)

O.I?,i k .*i:I

Next,
0 k '2 _ k" OK(k) O.t,[k

0-7, (t-7/lC(k)-t:(_) =-kic(_/+(t-5-) ok Ok
?The derivatives of the elliptic integrals K(/¢) and k,(k) are given by the identities

0I( (k) t?:(k) lC(k)
..._,

Ok k( 1 - k '2) k

OECk) E(k)- I,,(_)
Ok k

Substituting the elliptic integral derivatives and simplifying results in

o-7,(l 7 )tc(_'/-t'_'(_'/ = 5 i-_

Incorporating this result and the partial derivatives of A and k into the derivative of the energy

gives

OUi--'i - /q_lilal?'i+ I_v li k_ 1O)i',_ - '2 ' ,4 (L-T)A(k)- /,:(/,,)

+ I_i + l_j '2 I - /,.2

Using the definition of lc" and simplifying results in

OUj__i._/,,olil).l?,i+Ri{l((k) I_,. t;,'(/,:) [ h'' 17_, ])i).t_,. - 2 " A tC.i+ l?.j + 1 - k '2 2 I?,,,-t-l?,j

While the various values of A, k, A'(k) and E(/,:) are computed, the quantity _ shoukt be

computed. The resulting expression is given by

0 Ra - 2 ,"| [?,, + [-_------_i+ [ - tc2 l_,i '{-N,.j

, The derivation of the e z component of the force is similar. Taking the Zi derivatives of _,t

and k,

. O:l Z,- Z,i
OZi ,4

i)t,: _ ,IRiR.i(Z i - Z.i )
OZi k,,I 4
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The Zi derivative of the energy is then given by

OZ,---".: 2 A 1.- 7 )A'(#,)- E(I,() A'2 I - ,_:_ A(_) .

Simplifying this expression results in

OU)_i #olilj Zi- Zj [ii.(k) + E(k) (k'2 )]ez, = A %--t

For the case of the ez component, it can be shown that

OUi_i OUj_,_

oz----f= oz,
Thus, the total force on coil i due to coil j is given by

r:----f-- . R, + Rj + t - k _ Ri + t?..i e.R

and the force on coil j due to coil i is given by

Fi_j = po lilj Ri + l_j h'(k) R'i E(k) ' k'_ R,,i eR
A Ri+ l?,i + [_/,:'2 2 l?,i.+ l(i

_ itolil_iZi-ZJ{ L'(k) ( k'2 )}-----,--A(_) + _l -7 - t ,,,.z

D.1.2 Self Foi'ce of a Filamentary Current

The magnetic energy of a single lilamentary coil interacting with its own magnetic tield is

, expressed as

Ui--i "- 2-I (I. /

The gradient of this expression can be computed directly and is given by

Computing the self force of this coil results in

#u ,, / 1 e R (I).2Fi_ i = --:zli" In ....k a /
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D.2 Distributed Currents

D.2.1 Force Between Two Coils

The interaction energy of a distributed current Ji in the magnetic [icld produced by a current ./j

is given by

f '1: ji(r.), Aj(r)d rUj-i = :_ ,

= _,,,J,,sjf_,+",v.f,<,+__ " ,_,_ • )dl,'dz' drdz
<l dz,,-_ Jn,-':-¢Jz_-._ Jrt,--t.

It, has been shown that [23]

<lt',,,<_> ,z.,,,, <not",,(,_>
,dc--_.S,,o(<,)f(x,+:t)dx = f(ui,c_)d,"-_ --'f('tt(j'¢_') t-_(_ + duo(,_) J'.:,(x,(.i')dx (D.3)

with the proviso thatuo((.t) are ul(+:t) differcntiable and f(x, ct), and L,(x, a') arc continuous.

Using this expression to compute Fj_ i rcsults in

,./,.,:j/_,+k" " f 7+ "2 II)i tl)i ~1

Fj-i = eRtt°2 dz,_ 2"_ ,,,:,j,l:/_2 Jl:_J-t"_ (t?i-k '2")'rl(/(Ri-F -'2"'_''~''rl'_ drldzl(lz
• h _ ' tu,

2 Jz,,-_ Ji, j-,_"_ JR,-.>".LO.(l_,i'- _)r'(7(l*7.i 2 'z;rl'z')dr' (lzl dz

,z,.,+_ n,+_ ,. D.< , ,+ _z'_''''1'J.'f'<'+_ 1 [ ,.,.'(,;'(.,,,z, + .,,..: <u',-l,:',/.,.
: _ ,n_,-',-7Jz_-_ " '", 7 '

_,oJ,...sjf".+_ r-',,+".-7-,f",+_ ,. /,.,, ,
- ez _ J"R,,_.2 ,/zj- b..2 ..s-lt.,- _ r'r (,(r, Zi - _ ,'r , _ dr' d:' dr (1),,1)
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D.2,2 Self Force of a Distributed Current

The energy of a single distributed current interacting with its own magnetic field is tbund from

I

,£ Ji( r)' At(r)dvtri._._ -, :_

_ #oaf"[_.+_/,<.t,,.-o:'"' /._,,+_.-" /.R,+._.... .,
- -7- ,z_'--,-" n '._-,z_'--,-" Jt, '-_ ,.,,,'6'(.,,,:;.,.',_ )d.,,'dz' d.,.dz' Hi---,j , -u-- '2

Using equation D,3 to compute the gradient of this expression gives:

o<_, _- #o4",.f_'.+:>/'_,-,_/"_,+_t_,,+-'"" -'"' -'
ORi 4 ..4,-/7'",2 Jz,-_ , ..-]r_",,a 2 )'flG( l?i 4 2 ' z; r" °

. w -,Z _-_ - w

- ,l az,-_ .'',--"_.-r-J_:_,-=( I_,,.- ,.:7)"'"6'(1¢_' -- -2.,.:;.,,',.. d,,,'d,:'d.:2
Iu ,- 11

+ ix'-" _ ,.(1_._+ -:7-)(;'(,,.,z; 1_+
w - h

lt°'ll 2 ] " = ft{,+_ /.x,+_ Iri 'lvi,_...,)d.:, d,'dzT4 Jz,-_ JR,-_. JT./,,-'-a.2 2

where conservation of ilux has resulted in a sign reversal,

The final expression tbr the self-force is tbund by making use of the symmetry relations lhr (/

developed in Appendix C and relabeling r as r,' in the last two integr_s simplities the preceeding

expression to

= ..... h ,,_'i"_,'(/.¢,.r.;r' *')d/d.:' dz
OR, 2 ,Ix,-=, Jz,-=, . ""

l.toJi._
/ ' " " ," "d: (I).5)- - _'l' (.,((_' .:;r', )d d.,,2 . ,,,, . h ' "",- ,_ ",,,--r "

where _ and /? are constants given by:

II) i
_ = 1_,

2
U_i

2



Appendix E

Gaussian Quadrature

In this appendix, the Gaussian integration algorithm is reviewed. The algebraic transtbrmations

required to evaluate the various integrals presented in Appendix D are described and, as ata

example, Equation D,5 is expressed in terms of those transformations.

Most numerical integration (quadrature) schemes require that the values of the integrand be

known at evenly spaced points (e.g. the Newton-Cotes tbrmulae). This works well for ca,_ies

l where the integrand is known or even where the exact tunctional form of the integrand is unknown

and only a set of discrete values are available for integration. For cases where the t'unctional form

of the integrand is known, however, it is possible to determine the points where the integrand

is to be evaluated such that the accuracy of the scheme is increased. Thc purpose of Gaussian

quadrature is to lind an optimal manner for determining these points.

Gaussian quadrature relies on orthogonal functions to determine the optimal points. Of the

. schemes available, the one chosen here uses Legendre polynomials, which are orthogonal in the

region [-1, 11. This givcs
t_

]" Ef'( ;_:) el:l:- ¢:it'(,1:i) (ti.;,1)
-1 i=l

where the a'i are thc roots of the Legendre polynomial of degree _tand the _'i are nomlalization

coel]icients. The values of ,r_iand _'i for many values of n are tabulated in 1241. This scheme is

exact ibr all polynomials of degree at most 2n - t and has an error of

:2_'_+1[(_)!]"L f(,,,)
l']t -- ('2li_, "{- [ )[(:21l,)!];t (,t.')II

where n is the number of points used for quadrature, f(z,,) ,_) is the 2nth derivative of f(:_' )_and

a: is in the region 1-1, 11.
=

1,11
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The integral in equation E,1 has limits oi' [-1, 1]. Any set of limits [a, bl in ;_:can bc mapped

into [-1, li in _vby the transformation

2[ b+a]
El' _ ',l;

b- a 2

b

so that

j'_' b - a /_' b + a b - a= _- f( ---7 + --,-g-f-,._')ria'f (, ) da; 2 lt

Throughout this thesis, the current density across a coil has been assumed constant:
i

Ii
' Ji ---"....

" 'wih,i

Combining this with the previous results al,lows us to write equation D,5 as

F = e,, 2 Su,_ .,-_,- ,-,.,, _ _( t?_,+ -Tf.)g(/.4)(,'( l_, -F "rf, f('")', g(/:]), h.(7 )d,14(lo' ,hv

•-. ep 2 Swi. l lJ-t (l?'i-'_')g(/_)(i'(Ri-'rf'f(n')'g(/_)'h(7)d/71d"/dn.

where

f((l') = Zi -t _,._'
, 11_t

g(/_) = & + 7/_

h.(-/ ). = Z, + _,

The rapid convergence of this quadrature scheme is clearly illustrated in Figure E-1, where the

coeflicient of the selt'-lbrce (_) ot'a coil with t_.,,= 0.50, Z,. = 0.()0, tr,,= 0.05 and h = (1.1)5

is plotted as a function of the number of quadrature points (n) used. The rapid convergence is

especially interesting since the number of computations required to compute the force scales as

n3, For example, the selt'-tbrce coeflicient computed with s points is 2,095S.I1, while that tbr

100 points is 2.092711. The result of the 8 pmnt scheme is only 0,15 t.zr cent greater than the

result of the 1.00 point scheme, mad requires approximately 5. 10.4 as; much time to compute.

Because of the reasonable accuracy and speed of the s point scheme, it is used throughout the I.

program to compute the required triple integrals.

lt
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,1_ ('HAPTEI_ 3, ASYMMt, I RI( SY,b'TEMS

0.9

0,0 I J , _....... b 1 ,,
0.0000 1.5708 31,116 4.712,1 ' 6.2532

/Z.

t:i_llre :{-S. Pol_fi(lal fiol_ls fe.r the Syllltnotric tesl case. 'l'llo '-'.oli{lli,L_'is tile p_l_)i_lal ti{'l{I a.t

the I)laSlllar sllrfa..cc'for li'lo o,ll,ilil),'illm. 'File d{_lu'{t Iill_' (iIl{listi,lgIlisl,al_l_' ll_'l'_')r_,l_l',sollls

lll_' conll)il_ed tiol_ls of l.i_' l>las_llaa._d l.l_epol_i_lal fiel{l ccfils.

listed in Table 3.6 is computed from

d = (:-,,)/i

where (/is the ditTcrcnce, i is lhc input current and o is lhc Olltput CUiTerll. A negative dilTcrence

simply means that the coil current tbund by cPFC was larger than the inpul current.

Inspection ot' the values in Table 3,6 shows thai the cPFC program reproduces lhc input

coil currents to an accuracy of better than 0.02 %, This indicates that lhc prograln is correctly

calculating lhc coil currents lhr this case. Further indication of how well the coil currents are

being reproduced is illustrated in Figure 3-8, which compares lhc input poloidal field with that

generated by the coil currents listed in Table 3.6. The tield error (_ 1) for this case is I. 1. I()-t %.

For the asymmetric case, two of the filaments listed in Table 3.4 were removed and [he curren{

carded by those lilaments was rcdislributed accordingly. The rcsulling asymmclric plasma currcnl

distribution is modeled by the filaments in "Fable 3.7. The poloidal lield coil currents and posilioIlS

used tbr this case are identical to those listed in 3:5. Figure 3-9 shows the coils, plasma filaments,






